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LEVEL TWO

USING THE TEACHERS' GUIDE

The lessons ere groupqd by topic counting, place value, etc. Develop the

concepts for mastery: Classification, Patterns, Number, Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Place Value, Numeration, Using
the Operations in Problems, Fractions, Geometry, etc. Then repeat lessons

or use more advanced lessons in any order to provide repetition and

practice No specific scope and sequence is provided because mastery of

foundation ideas is the major goal of this level.



LEVEL TWO
INTRODUCTION

Coming into this level students will have had work with:

1. Number concept development

2. Meaning and use of the four arithmetic operations

3. A basis for place value representation

4. Problem solving

5. Recognition of 30 and 2D geometric shapes

6. Logic

7. Graphing

O. Measurement

All of this has been introductory, and, in order to continue with the
children, you must do some assessment of this development prior to
starting.

While emphasis is on mastery of each concept, it is a good idea to
periodically build in an activity that reviews all concepts and skills
previously learned. Once each week is a good schedule for elementary
school. This can be done orally in the primary grades and with a written
exercise after symbolic representations have been mastered. Since all
operations arise from combining, separating, comparing and part whole
relations, as soon as the operation symbols are understood, these operations
should all be presented at the same time in the written review exercises.

It is easier to do this at the beginning levels with orally presented review
activities.

It is axiomatic for goad teaching that pest learning", should ALWAYS be
integrated into new learning activities.

6



LEVEL TWO

6ETTIN6 STARTED

READ the Level One Teacher's Guide, and Mathematics Their Way as
background and for information about what children have done before. Also
reed The Piaget Primer, or a similar work to understand the theory
underlying the program.

MAJOR IDEAS AND PROCESSES emphasized during the year are COMPARING,
COUNTING, CLASSIFICATION, USING PATTERNS, NUMBER, NUMBER OPERATIONS, PROBLEM

SOLVING, PLACE VALUE, EQUALITY, FRACTIONS, CORRESPONDENCES, GEOMETRY, LOGIC,

ESTIMATION end MEASUREMENT.

COMPARING will involve comparison of weight, quantity, volumes, areas,
parts of wholes, number properties of collections and properties of shapes.

COUNTING will include counting activity for 5 minutes or so each day.
Counting, counting on, counting back, skip counting, decade counting, and
counting by hundreds are all needed. This should be integrated with
estimation by having students estimate amounts prior to counting or
calculation. At the end of this level, children should count fairly large
amounts accurately, and use the counting number sequence words.

CLASSIFICATION will be related to the language of logic AND, OR, NOT
end will emphasize similarities and differences in objects in terms of their
properties.

USING PATTERNS will emphasize number patterns and relationship patterns
and will involve patterns of color, sound and shape less than in LEVEL ONE.

NUMBER CONCEPT should build in a systematic way upon number concept
already developed in prior work. Assessment of children's concept of
number is imperative at the beginning of the year. Other activities to
develop place value, equality and problem solving will help reinforce number
concept at numeration. NUMBER STATIONS should be set up at the beginning
of the year. Assessment should determine which number each child should
start with. Stations using UNIFIX CUBES at one, TILES at another, rOLORED
BEANS at another, etc., should be used. NUMBER STATION work should help
children internalize the 2, 3 and 4 part combinations and equal part
combinations of the different numbers.



PLACE VALUE work should begin with a repeat of the counting on and
counting back activities as done in LEVEL ONE with group sizes smaller than
ten. However, the emphasis should shift to TEN when all children have
mastered "Tenness." Use Unifix cubes to start with and then gradually
introduce "exchanges" by trading ONES for TENS in base ten form or for the
orange Cuiseneire Rod. Children should look for FIVE combinations and "see"
seven as five & two, nine as five & four, etc. The best way to do this is by
using TEN frames on recording forms and with overhead transparency
activities or using bean sticks with beans glued on in two rows of five.

The usual counting up games and counting back games can be used to
emphasize Base Ten place value and numeration activites.

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS Children will still need separating, joininy and
comparing activities with both unequal parts and equal parts. Unifix cubes
and counters can be used to separate a large collection into (1) 2 or more
unequal parts in different ways (2) as many parts as possible for a given
smaller size, (3) into equal parts of a given number. These also can be used
to join together (1) wo or more unequal parts and (2) a given number of
parts of the same size. Comparisons of 2 unequal groups should be made
during both a difference comparison and a ratio comparison.

The meaning of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division should all
be firmly established by the end of the year through these activities. The
addition and subtraction will be integrated with place value in Base Ten
through the development of these computations in Base Ten. The
computation algorithms for multiplication and division will be in later
levels, but must be based in a sound understanding of what these mean in
LEVEL TWO.

PROBLEM SOLVING will involve word problems requiring addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. This is reviewed with small
numbers < ten and continued with larger numbers. More two step problems
are to be used. Non-numeric problem solving using pattern blocks, tangrams
and geaboards should be emphasized to a greater degree.

Relate problems to children's experience. Children should write problems
and create problems for others to solve. To promote problem solving,
arrange challenges with a small gap between the demands of the situation
and application of pnor knowledge and skills. Accept whatever problem
solving strategies are used, but encourage eac to attempt other ways to
solve problems. Problem solving is the primary goal of this program!
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LEVEL TWO: INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

1. Most lessons are designed so that introduction is by
demonstration of how to use the materials on the overhead.
Do this end ask enough questions so children know what they
are to do. When recording forms or worksheets are involved,
make transparencies of these and show the children how to
record in them.

2. Introduce any symbols slowly and carefully so that children
know what they represent.

Group children into 2's, 3's and 4's as often as possible and
encourage them to learn together and from each other.

4. Recording forms and worksheets should be kept in individual
student folders labelled "My Work in Mathematics."

5. When children are working with materials, walk around and
observe what they are doing. Ask questions of a leading or
probing nature to stimulate their thinking. Avoid "playing
teacher" and telling them how to do something until they
have had sufficient time to work it out for themselves.

6. Children learn from their mistakes. Don't penalize them
for "good" mistakes that indicate an idea that just hasn't
matured yet. Children get right answers for wrong reasons
and wrong answers for right reasons. You must be able to
distinguish between these.

7. Plan for storage of materials in open locations where they
are accessible to children. Use storage containers like
plastic ice cream pails, gallon milk bottles and boxes made
into drawers. Teach children to be responsible for getting
materials out to work with, policing the work areas for
dropped materials and for putting materials away. These
are LEARNING materials and children must understand that

8. Feel free to develop homemade "analogues" of the
commercial materials suggested.



Hat begat ;clan:

RSSESSRENI RECORD
for

Nsses Jaent: 'Please count for se.' Circle the largest
/umber in the sequence the child uses correct1g.

Dote: Humber Sequence

below ten 11 12 13 if 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)

Date: below ten 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)

Dote: below ten 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)

I I



Ifathesoticion:

Nssessaent; 'Please Count These.- (rational counting of
objects. Circle the largest number in the set the child
correctly counts,.

Dote:

Dote:

Dote:

Number Sequence floues Touches
Objccts Objects

below ten 11 12
13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20
30

(write in)

below ten 11 12
13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20

30

(write in)

below ten 11 12

13 14 15 16 1?
18 19 20
30

(write in)

!lento! 1 y

' Touches'



Matheacticion:

Assessment: Numbers alrO01,17. all parts combinat form.
eirlee the largest number on that date.

Hu *hpr

6 7 8

15 16

23 24

9

17

10

18

11 12 13 14

19 20 21 22

(write in)

6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 10 19 20 21 22

23 24 (write in)

6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 10 19 20 21 22

23 24 (erite in)



'Whereat /clan:

hessessoent; Ilrit lag Counting Sequence in Other Noses..
Check the base correct aritten to a 'full house' (largest

didif

Base
Three Four

Date

Flue ix Seven Eight fine

Date

Date



illYihstibrot I iCilifff,"

Assessment: Recaaftil Ma of Seometric Shanec erect t hose
recognized or differentiated from others_

Date

!Triangle! Square' Circle Rectangle Parallellograrn Hexagon

Date

Date
I

i

I

1 :i
1



LEVEL TWO

COUNTING

Throughout the year the children should have two or three minutes of oral
counting every day, supplemented by rational counting of objects such as
UNIFIX cubes.

ORAL RATIONAL

Counting up as high as
as possible
Counting back from a given
number
Skip counting by twos*
Skip counting by threes
Skip counting by fours
Skip counting by fives*
Skip counting by sixes
Skip counting by sevens
Skip counting by eights
Skip counting by nines
Skip counting by tens*

*particularly important
Count off by twos,
threes, etc.

Counting out increasingly
large collections:
one at a time
two at a time (count twos
obtained)
three at a time (same)
four at a time
five at a time
six at a time
seven at a time
eight at a time
nine at a time
ten at a time

Count on from a given
cube in a long link.
Count on starting with the

_th cube
Find the th cube from the
left
Find the th cube from the
right



LEVEL TWO
NUMBER CONCEPT 1

At number stations, use recording forms with space for 4 addition number
sentences for each part-port-whole relation generated. Also include equal
part recording forms, i.e. 12 = 3 x 4; 12 = 4 x 3; 3 x 4 = 12; 4 x 3 = 12.
Examples of these are attached. Any number concept development activity
to be used with a group from LEVEL ONE can be used as seen fit. These
supplement the NUMBER STATION work. The lessons given below supplement
the LEVEL ONE kinds of lessons and those that can be found on pages 237
24O of Mathematics Their Way, Any of these can be modified or extended
upon. Number concept work should continue throughout the year with ever
increasing numbers.

LESSON ONE:

On the overhead projector, place objects, eight to twelve number so
children con see them. They are to write the associated number sentence on
the lap chalkboard end hold it up for you to see. Encourage them to write
these in as many ways as they can. Some suggested arrays for eight:

000
00 0 0 0

0 0 El 0
0 0 0 0

00
000000

0
0

0
0 0

0

0000000

Repeat this with a different number for a different lesson.

LESSON TWO:

Choose a number for the day, i.e. eleven. The children are to use UNIFIX
cubes and a given number of operation so the end result is eleven. For
example: 3 "+" and 2 "-", 5 to start 5 + 8 3 + 5 6 + 2 = 1 1
Vary (1) the starting number, (2) the ending number, and (3) the number and
kinds of signs for several new lessons.

LESSON THREE:

Use the Master provided to make overhead transparency "ten frames". First
put these on the overhead one at a time so children look for the total < ten.

I r'



41. 165 7, FOR EXAMPLE

When they can quickly identify all numbers < ten, introduce the ten frames
two at a time. Remind them that ten is TWO fives, so they should (1) look
for two fives to make a ten, end (2) the extra counters to add to the ten.

Example:

121:

t I _ "' _

2(5) = 10 + 6 =

This is excellent mental computation practice and reinforces work being
done with base ten place value.

LESSON FOUR:

Introduction: This is a lesson that can be done several times during the year
by using different numbers. Have a number for the day, le twelve. Give each
child the "number for the day" number of UNIFIX cubes, tiles or other
countable. Ask tt children to group these into two groups. Write the
starts for see ' umber sentences on the board.

12 :12
12 =12
12= =12

Ask the children to give you numbers to complete these that show their
groupsings: 12 = 9 + 3; 12 -z 10 + 2; 7 + 5 12, etc. 'Then ask them to group
their objets into three groups and write the same kinds of sentences as
before. Press them to find as many different groupings for twelve as they
can.

Activity: Pass out paper and have the children try to fill both sides with
number sentences for the "number for the day." Suggest they write some
with both "4." and "-" signs.



Attached are Masters for recording forms for using beans to learn numbers
greater than ten. After assessment shows children have internalized
number so that all part-part-whole relationships are known, and the
relationship of a number to nualters less than it are, known, advance them
one number at a time at the number stations. You can also use the general
recording form for UNIFIX for this.



LEVEL TWO

ZERO AND NUMBER CONCEPT

Background: "The little Nan Who Wasn't There lies been attributed 'o Helen
MacDonald Simmons and appeared it Mathematics end Humor, a publication
of NCTM:

Arithmetic's hero
The fat little zero
He's nothing at all, you say?

Then come with vie
want you to see

Our hero at work and at play!

With One, when he flirts
At the let of her skirts
He's done nothing at all, has he.

When he stands at her right
He's given her might
Ten times as great is she



Add him to One
And nothing is done
Each word that I say is

true.

The same you can say
When you take him away I.
It's the easiest thing

you can do.

But the damage was
done

When he multiplied
One

She completely
vanished they say.

The some he
would do

Tc a Three
cralwo

He treats
them all

Dthe

same way.



Take warning and never
Try to be clever
Division by zero don't trust.

I'm warning you now
It matters not how
Your answer will blow up and bust!

Emphasize the use of "0" as an additive and subtractive identity, and later
its role in multiplication. Be sure that children write the related "0"
sentences, when writing the part-part whole sentences for a given number,
e.g. for SIX.

6=3+3 3+3=6
6=2+4 2+4=6
6=4+2 4+2=6
6=5+1 5 + = 6
6 = 1 + 5 1+5=6
6=0+6 0+6=6
6 = 6 + 0 6+0=6

Following are Masters for recording forms to use at desks or number
stations when students are using beans and UNIF IX cubes for part part-
whole development of number concept.



LEVEL TWO

PATTERN ACTIVITIES

Background: Children will have had considerable experience with copying
patterns, making patterns from sound stimuli, and extending patterns in
Kindergarten and Level One. At this level patterns should be integrated with
other areas number patterns, place value patterns, counting word patterns,
etc.

Suggested Pattern Activities: These are over and above those recommended
for Kindergarten and Level one. Any of those could be repeated or modified

Number Patterns:

1. 1,3,5,7,9....
2. 1,3,6,10,15..
3. 1,2,4,5,7,8..
4. 2,4,6,8

Dot Patterns:

4 4.

10

12

etc.

5. 3,6,9,12...
6 5,10,15,20...
7. 4,8,2,16...
8. 6,12,18...

eDc.



Every Lltly Patterns:

0 cent

000000000
0
O 0
O 00
O 000

2 cents

a cents

if cents

5 cents

cents

7 cents

8 cents

Toothpick Patterns:

2

5

7

7

0
10 mots

000
0000 ZCI eenrs

5 eerie

15 own's

etc.

Clover Leaf, Nut, Leaf Patterns:

)0

3 6 9

9

etc.

etc

ere



Handshake Patterns:

People 2 3 etc_

ilarldstme6

4 I P

Tearing_f_§,) per in Halves:

fears

3

2 3

owl tilLcz5colvecniv data

etc.

pfecee

Ordering Patterns:

8

cefore 1 2 3 etc.

ordere
2 6

Pattern Block Puzzles:

Pattern Mack ProlVerns for Primary People"
"The Pattern factory"

Creetim PaPlicet lens

Stair Patterns: (blocks or tiles)

etc.



LEVEL TWO

PATTERNS: TILES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: On the overhead projector, use tiles to begin a number
pattern:

D EE1

Have the children build this pattern with tiles. Ask them to make the next
step in the pattern (Prediction). Make the next step:

Ask the children if this is what they made as the next step (Verification).
Discuss the pattern and how it is being generated.

Activity Have the children make seven elements in this pattern. Monitor
their work. When they complete this pass out the related worksheet to do.
Ask questions like, "How do you add to each tile shape to get the next one in
the pattern?"

26



LEVEL TWO

PATTERNS: CUISENAIRE RODS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: use overhead versions of Cuisenaire Rods ten or twelve of
them. Make a pattern of them. Example:

Point out you used 6 rods Trace around these to show the outline of the
pattern.

Activityi Hand out the recording forms and Cuisenaire Rods. The children
are to (1) make a pattern with 5-10 rods

(2) trace around the pattern made on the recording form
(3) print in the number of rods used

Exchange these outline forms so children have the chance to solve several of
the resulting rod puzzles.



LEVEL TWO

CLASSIFICATION

Materials to use are any that have recognizably different properties color,
shape, length, size, area, number of holes, textures, etc. If children have put
together "Treasure Boxes", these can be. used.

Introduction: This is to give children an experience in distinguishing
likenesses and differences in the properties of objects. These may be in the
nature of physical properties or properties related to the use of the objects.
The important thing to remember is to let the children decide how to sort
the objects because of a likeness or difference that they have recognized.

Use two objects end hold them up. You may put them on the overhead
projector if they are suitable for that use. Ask the children how they are
ALIKE. Discuss these responses. Ask them how th DIFFERENT. Discuss
these responses.

Activity: Have tte children take a collection of objects from the treasure
boxes or pass out buttons or other material to be used. There should be
more than three of each kind such as three similar buttons, three similar
keys, etc. The total number including the several kinds should not be more
thin fifteen or sixteen.

Generally start by sorting into TWO groups, observing which properties are
chosen and whether that property is retained until sorting is complete.
After much experience sorting into TWO groups using a variety of
properties, the sorting should be done into THREE groups.

Questions to ask:

How are the objects in each group alike?
How are the objects in each woup different?
What are the differences between groups?

Children of this age should see likenesses and differences that occur one at
a time quite easily, for example, the some number of buttonholes, but
different shapes They will not as easily see the joint presence of two or
more liknesses, such as the same color AND the same shape.



Observe how many can. Do not push those who can't into trying to see this if
they do not do it spontaneously. Such multiple classification (AND) develops
slowly. Some will do it at this time. Others will as they become ready to
after enough classifying experiences.

Use the worksheet and have the children draw in objects that have been
sorted into each group. Be sure you orally desc-ibe what they are to do.
Don't depend on their reading the directions. Spend some time talking about
how the things in the groups are ALIKE and how they are DIFFERENT Have
the children describe these liknesses and differences as best they can.

Related Lessons: Classifying experiences of this kind should be done
occasionally. A good idea is to have children sort each NEW material when
it is first introduced. Use the sequence two groups, then three groups, or
four or five, if that seems appropriate.

A major goal is to eventually get them to recognize MULTIPLE
CLASSIFICATION the joint presence of two or more properties red AND
square.

During later stages, have children draw the objects put into each group
using forms such OS:

6gctup GROUP

Spend a lot of time talking about, with the children SIMILARITIES (ALIKE)
DIFFERENCES, AND

Children should also be able to use the either-or meaning of UP



The objects within the boundaries are EITHER red OR blue none is red AND
blue.

Children should classify a collection of objects once every two weeks or so
at LEVEL TWO to build upon the work in LEVEL ONE.



LEVEL TWO

CLASSIFICATION: SHAPES

LESSON ONE: Cut out several different shapes as shown:

0 /
\I

\
=7 c

o
I. .

D 0

Place these on the overhead. Tell the children you wish to sort them into
two groups. "How should I do this?" When the children suggest a way, do
it and discuss. Ask why one left out doesn't go into a particular group.
"Should this one be in group?" After having discussed this first
sorting and pursued the properties that could be used, ask the children for
a DIFFERENT way to sort the shapes into two groups and continue as in the
first case.

The purpose is to get children to identify the ways in which these common
shapes are alike and different and to VERBAUZE these.

3 1
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LEVEL TWO

CLASSIFICATION: CLASS INCLUSION

LESSON ONE: Make a Venn diagram on the chalkboard or on the overhead as
shown: (Use your own city and state)

Questions:

1. Does someone who lives in Duluth live in Minnesota?

2. Do all people living in Minnesota live in Duluth?

3. Can someone live in Duluth and not live in Minnesota?

4. If I live in Duluth, then
(complete the sentence)

5. Can I live in Duluth and not live in Minnesota?

3



LESSON TWO: Use other inclusion relations st:7h as:

with similar questions asked.



LEVEL TWO

CLASSIFICATION: LOGIC: ATTRIBUTES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: If you have ASCOBLOCS, use sansparency versions of the
large pieces twelve of them. Make a transparency 3 x 4 or matrix (see
master forms). Show the children all of the blocks and then place 3 blocks
on the matrix. Example:

R

V

B

Pick up one of the remaining pieces and show it. Ask the children where it
should go on the matrix. Repeat until all pieces have been placed. Discuss
why the pieces are ,.laced where they are placed.

Activity: Pass out worksheets and blocks and have groups of 3 or 4 chilare
work on completing the matrices

If you have attribute blocks use a 4 x 4 matrix and only the large
transparencies of the blocks. Do as above. Example.



V

LESSON TWO

Introduction: On the overhead, place an attribute piece. Next to it place a
piece that DIFFERS on just ONE attribute. Example:

differs ONLY in SIZE

Ask the children if another piece differs from the Large Red circle in just
ONE way. Elicit the idea this could be either SHAPE or COLOR. Place the
piece they suggest on the other side.



Activity; Group the children in threes or fours with the worksheet and a set
of ettribute blocks. Have them continue the train until all blocks are used.

The attached form can be used to print attribute blocks on heavy colored
paper or light colored board like railroad board. There are 4 shapes of 2
sizes and as many colors as you choose to use.



LEVEL TWO

ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS (Similarities & Differences): LOGIC I

LESSON ONE:

Background: The best materials to use at this level to introduce children to
the waning of "AND", "OR" and "NOT" are logic blocks in the form of
ASCOBLOCS. The solid polyethylene materials have color, shape, size and
thickness. Restrict these to two attributes to introduce the ideas to
children. Initial activity should have emphasis on SIMII.ARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES between the objects in the collection.

Introduction: Use overhead transparency materials that are like the
ASCOBLOCS. The children should have the large, thick ASCOBLOCS twelve
of them. Place one of these on the overhead. Ask the children to hold up a
piece that is the SAME shape as yours. Discuss this. Isolate the pieces of
one color, i.e. red. There will be red pieces that are of four different shape

circle, square, rectangle, triangle.

Ask the children to hold up a piece that is the SAME color as yours. Discuss
this.

Ask the children to hold up a piece that is a DIFFERENT shape from yours.
"How many shapes are there DIFFERENT from yours?" Do the some with
color.

Activityi
A Have the children sort their ASCOBLOCs into two groups.

I. Could they do this? Why or why not?

B. Have the children sort their blocks into three groups.
1. What property was used?
2. How are the blocks in the same group DIFFERENT?
3. How are the blocks in the same group ALIKE?

C. Have them sort the blocks into four groups and explore the some kinds of
questions.

D. Use the balance of the time to have them make composite shapes of the
blocks, see which have a dimension in common, which fit together to make
another shape, etc.



LEVEL TWO

ASCOBLOCKS (NOT): LOGIC 2

Introduction: Place a loop of string on the overhead. Arrange the large thick
simulations in transparency film so all squares are INSIDE the loop and
other blocks outside. Ask the children to use TWO words to describe those
outside the loop. Reinforce "NOT square" when that comes up.

Activityi Give the children string loops and large thick ASCOBLOCS (or large
if they are cardboard facsimiles of the ASCOBLOCS so thickness cannot be
represented). Have them place the blocks inside and outside the loop to
complete the worksheet.

The pupil book has pages involving similarities and differences and a
recording sheet for this lesson.



LEVEL TWO
UTIMATION

Children need to have experience in ESTIMATING quantities Before they fir,1
accurate quantitative values of any kind, ALWAYS ask them to estimate the
outcome first. The count of things in a collection on a surface, in a
container, etc; the measurements of length, area, volume; the heights or
depths of things, the duration of time are all results that should first be
estimated.

Estimating can be combined with graphing. Some examples:

1. Estimate the number of tablespoons of sand, salt, rice, etc. in a jar
Group the estimates into decodes and graph with cards having the estimates.
Repeat with different size jars.

2 Estimate the number of small cups of water, juice, nectar, that will be
poured from a container and graph. Repeat with different size containers.

3. Estimate the number of UNIFIX cubes to go around the edges of a table.
Graph estimates form into tens end ones and record actual number.

4. Estimate how high a ball will bounce. The estimates can be marked on a
long vertical sheet of wrapping paper.

5. Estimate the number of washers needed to balance a piece of fruit, a

block of wood, etc. and measure.

6. Estimate how long a train or link a given collection of UNIFIX cubes, or
paper clips or plastic links will make.

7. Estimate how many sidewalk "blocks" are on the way from home to
school. Graph both of these estir.iates and the counts that the children bring
back.

B. Estimate the number of inch cube blocks that would fit into an open top
box then put them into it.

9 Estimate how long it would take to do something pile up a given number
of blocks, link together a given number of UNIFIX cubes, etc Use a
metronome or swing F: of a pendulum to mark the time



LEVEL TWO

ORDERING

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Illustrate how to use a balance to decide which of two
objects is heavier. Either a hopper balance or a beam balance is to be used.
As an illustration show the children 2 blocks from a geoblock set that are
unlike, but not too different in weight. Ask the children to estimate which
will tip the balance in a direction you specify.

A

AL
Weigh the blocks and then place them in order with the lighter on the left.
Tell the iren they are to find a balance and 3 objects at the stations set
up. The J.e to record the order in which this should be placed by weight.

Activity: Set up a balance at each of five stations with a different
collection of 3 objects at each. Label the yellow pattern block "A" UNIFIX
or MULTILINK link of cubes "13", a ceramic tile "C", a base ten long "D", a
washer -E" and a geoblock "F" Arrange these as fellows:

STATION 1 2 3 4 5
ITEMS A,6,C A,6,D 6,C,D 6,D,E D.E,F

Pair the children. Each team is to go to each station with the recording
form and decide the weight ordering of the objects.

Follow Up: Compare the results. Seek explanations for why they ordered as
they did. Is there any way they can use what they found to order four of
them? five of them? all six of them?



LEVEL ONE AND LEVEL TWO

USE OF SYMBOLIC FORMS

Children cannot use symbols or attach meaning to symbols Without

(1) Development of the related concept through extensive experience at
the concrete level;

(2) Careful attachment of symbols to the concepts; and

(3) Generation of symbolic forms to show understood concepts

prior to interpretation of symbolic forms. The relative amounts of time to
be spent at each stage of this learning of the use of symtols is shown
below:

Concept
Development
at the Concrete

Connecting Generating interpreting
Symbols Symbolic Symbolic
to Concepts Forms forms in

o2(:)0.7 io 47c, in materials
in °7a

Responding
to Symbolic
form with
symboli_

t 0 7*
Technically: numerals and +, , :=, etc. are "signs." They become symbols
when the user has attached these to concepts, so that they symbolize for
him some real situation.
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LEVEL TWO

NUMBER SENTENU,S: SOME GAMES

LESSON ONE: Put Together Game
This is similar to the hand games in Mathematics Their Way.. It should be combined with
oral problems that you give and for which children arrange materials and give number
sentences orally and in writing.

MATERIALS NEEDED: Counters (beans, UNIFIX cubes, wooden cubes), workmats, recording
forms.

The Game: The number of counters used is at the option of Player 1. The children
exchange roles. The children work in pairs. Player 1 takes a chosen number of counters,
she puts some into each hand under the table or behind 1:ar back. Then she shows the
contents of one hand. Player 1 describes these. Then Player 1 shows the contents of the
other hand. Player 2 identifies these and orally describes what number of counters that
Player 1 started with.

Example: Playtil
CD

aR

Pl aver 2

"live" "plus lour" "equals nine"

When the mechanics of this game are mastered, introduce the workmats and numeral
cards. Player 2 now:

1. orally describes the c 'lenge; and
2. places numeral cards on the sNorkmat



Example: Player I

0
Ll.: tivic,

Player/

"five

1.11:'/ .
ft 'sz:

"plus I our" "equals nine"

9

When the children have connected numerals and operation signs to the numbers and
changes in this way, introduce the recording form. Now Player 2 will:

1. orally describe the change; and
2. WRITE numerals onto the recording form.

Example: Player ,1.

0 0
1441,111) alLs. tot

Za: 03 as 4,
1

%

Player 2:

"five" "plus four"

®

"equals nine"



Extensions:

1. Player 1 closes the first hand after Player 2 has orally described the contents arid the
sequence is repeated in the three stages.

Example: (connecting level) Player".

o 0

Player 2

"five"

Player 1

"plus four"

+P
"equals nine"

Tqt)+P F91

Player 2: Writes numerals on recording sheet

2. Player 2 extends one hand showing the number of counters. Player 2 describes the
amount. Player 1 extends the other closed. Then Player 1 opens that hand and Player 2
describes what was in the closed hand.

Example (connecting level) Player l

ST)



Playtr/

-five" -plus?" -equals nine"

Player 2:

LESSON TWO: The Combine Game
This game is to be coordinated with thi oral problem activities done with the entire
class. It is designed for pairs of children. It gives experience with both kinds of combine
problems. It is adapted from activities in Mathematics Their Way,

MATERIALS NEEDED: Counters (beans, UNIFIX cubes, wooden cubes) -window frames** cut
from construction paper or poster board, recording forms.

The Game: The game is to t ! played with a given number, e.g. 5. Thus there are "Six"
games, "Ten" games, etc. The given number of counters are placed in a line on the desk
between the two players. ( A dot card could also be used). Player 2 closes her eyes.
Player 1 places the window frame so as to partition the row of counters into two parts,
and says "Peek."
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Examals:

place frame then says,
"Peek"

Player 1

"five plus three equals eight"

or
-three plus five equals eight"

Player 2

When the children consistently identify the part-part-whole relationship orally,
introduce the second window frame and numeral cards.

Now Player 2 must (1) orally describe the relationship and (2) place numeral cards to
show the relationship: Example:

a

Player 1

3

101.011

7

Player 2
Places window frame over "three plus four equals seven"
counters and places numeral cards on

workmet



When children see this connection of parts connected by "+" to make the whole, introduce
the recording form. Now Player 2 describes the relationship orally and WRITES the
numerals on the recording form.

Example:

a

Player I

4

7

Player 2

1. "three plus four equals
seven"

2. WRITES numerals on the
recording form

Extension: Player 1 uses a solid window and reminds Player 2 of the total number of
counters. Player 2 responds as shown.

Example: (concept level)

a
a

a

"The total is eight"

(connecting level)

"The missing part is four"
"Four plus four equals eight"



a

Player:2

a

the total is eight"

4

0

4

8

4

8

"The missing part equals four"
"Four plus four is eight"

When this is well thought through by the children and cards are placed correctly,
introduce the recording form for Player 2.

Example:

Player 1

the total is eight"



4 + 4 + 4

8 8
"The missing part is four"
"Four plus four equals eight"

Player 1 should vary placing the card, ie.

a

a

a

a

0
0

This activity leads to (1) a vertical writing of the addition and (: both kinds of Combine
problems.

LESSON THREE: The Take-Apart Game
This is similar to the hand games that are described in Mathematics Their 'ay. It is
played in pairs by the children and should be combined with using materials to solve
orally stated problems that involve separating.

MATERIALS NEEDED: Counters (beans, UNIFIX cubes, wooden cubes), recording forms.

The Game: Each game is played with a given number of counters, e.g. 7, so there are "five"
games, "eight" games, etc. The given number of counters is placed on the desk between
the two players. Player 2 closes his eyes. While these are closed, Player 1 covers some
of the counters and moves them to the side, keeping them covered. He tells Player 2 to
open his eyes. Player 2 must describe what happened : "You took 4 from 7 because there
are 3 left."



Example:

You took 4 from 7 because
there are 3 left

Egger 1 Player 2

When this goes well, introduce the waft mat and numeral cards. M this connecting level,
Player 2 will:

1. orally describe the results; and
2. place numeral card to show the amount "taken away."

Example:

Player 1 Player 2 orally describes and places numeral cards as shown
and places 4 on the hand. When children are connecting these symbols well, introduce
the recording forms and Player 2 writes the numerals on this form.

Player 1

a
000

I

Player 2
1. orally describes
2. writes numerals on

recording form

The children should exchange roles so that each pair has equal time as Player 1 and Player
2.
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You must judge how much this game must be played by how well children freely write
number sentences in response to your orally stated problems. If there is any difficulty
with Change 2, 4 and 6 problems, then more of this game activity is needed.

LESSON IIVE: The Difference Game

Introduction: Prepare an overhead transparency of the workmat for The Difference Game.
Introduce the game as follows:

A C

Place a link of ten UNIFIX cubes on each of A and B. Have the children do the same on their
workmats. Ask the children if the number in A is the same as the number in B. Turn the
projector off; remove three UNIFIX cubes and turn it back on. Ask the children how many
cubes are in your hand. Tell them that this is "the difference" between A and B. Ask them
how much more is in A then in B. Ask how much less is in 5 than is in A. Ask the children
to write the number in A on the recording form.

MATERIALS NEEDED: 2 cols of UNIFIX cubes per player-pair. A 2 color split board, a
lamenated recording form.

The Game: Each game is played with links of a specific number of UNIFIX cubes, e.g. 5.
This number can vary from one game to the next so that there are "FIVE" games, "EIGHT"
games, etc.

The players sit on opposite sides of a desk with a split board between them. Player 1
puts a 6-link of cubes on the dark half of the mat, which should be to Player 2's left.
Behind his back or under the desk, Player 1 breaks off some cubes from a second 6-link
and places the remainder of the link on the white side of the board. Player 2 is to
mentally compare the two links and state "the difference between Oarggr). and (smaller)
is
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Player 1 shows the link in his hand to check the answer. Example at the concept level:

Player l's placement
of the links on the
board

The difference between
6 and 4 is 2.-

Player 2's oral response

The players should be encouraged to place the two links side by side to check the accuracyof the comparison:
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DiarripjL(connecting

Player 1
"the difference is 5",
places the link on the
board and arranges
numeral cards as shown
on the recording form

Player 2
"the difference between 6
and 3 is 5', and places 8
in the empty space on the
recording form

At the symbolic level, this can also be done by writing numerals on a recording form.
Several recording forms would be required.

Player 2 places the link (9, for example) on the dark half of the split board. He breaks off
a link from another 9-link and shows it in his hand to Player 2, saying the difference is
.01." Player 2 arranges numeral cards on the workmat form at the connecting level and
writes into a recording form at the symbolic level.
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Examplt

Player 1
"the difference is 4"

9
Ay

4

Player 2
"the difference between 9

and 5 is 4", and places
numeral card 5 in the
empty box

This game should be used as often as necessary depending on the children's responses to
orally given problems. If they have difficulty writing correct number sentences for
Comparingl problems, more of this activity is in order.

The following black line masters are for workmets to be used for these games and
worksheets to be used as a follow-up to the games. The pupil book contains several
examples of these worksheets. The master is for you to make any additional exercises as
you see necessary for the class or for individuals.
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LEVEL TWO

I

Introduction: As you tell a number story involving addition or subtraction,
show the children on the overhead how to use objects to represent things in
the problem.

Example: "John had eight game disks for the computer." (Here are John's
eight disks):

00
0

0
00

Write

"John gave some of his disks to his sister." (Cover up some of the objects):

Write

8

00
0

"John had only three disks left." How many did he give to his sister?".

Write

8 3

The children should have laminated poster board or lap chalkboards and
objects such es UNIFIX, tiles, etc.

As you read them number "stories", making sure they are exposed to all
FOURTEEN kinds that lead to addition and subraction over the year, have
them arrange materials to represent things in the problems and write the
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number sentences after each -story-, then have them hold up the number
sf.itence written so you can see these.

Don't be in a hurry. It will take time for children to use symbols .o
represent concrete objects.

Accept EQUIVALENT sentences that have "+" and "--W in them to represent the
situation. Have them circle the number that is the answer to the question in
all cases.
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LEVEL TWO

DECODING NUMBER SENTENCES: INTO MATERIALS

Background: After children have learned to write number sentences to
represent arrangements of real materials and operations with real
materials, they can begin to decode number sentences into arrangements of
materials and into actions upon material. Any countable materials can be
used for this. Vary these UNIFIX, beans, etc.

Introduction: Write a numeral on the overhead projector or chalk board.
Ask the children to show this many with their materials. Then write a
second numeral and ask them to show this. Then write an operation symbol
between, "+" fcli- example, and ask the children to do something with the
materials to show this. Then write "=" and ask the children to suggest a
number to number sentence.

Write an incomplete number sentence and ask the children to do something
with the materials to show this and suggest the number to complete the
sentence. Pass out the worksheet and have the children use materials to
show these and complete the sentences. Walk about and observe what
children are doing and that the number sentences are being correctly
interpreted into materials.

Examples:

5 4- 2

Steps 1 3 2

00000 00 0000000

steps 1 3 2

Extensions: When base ten representation is understood, introduce
representing sentences having two-digit numerals with base ten blocks.
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LEVEL TWO
COMPUTATION FORMS

E3 IAgsga* und: Children should be adept at changing a horizontal computation
form (number sentence) to a vertical form and vice versa.

Lesson One

Introduction: Write an open number sentence on the chalkboard. Ask the
children to complete it. Then write the some "fact" in vertical form and ask
children to complete it. Poini out that these two forms show the same
number relationships. Give severe! such examples, then have the children
complete the worksheets. Hove counters available for them to use in doing
this.

Examples:

Horizontal Vertical

2 + 3 = 5
2

+3

5

5
6 = 5 + 1 +1

6

8
8 +5 = 13 +5

13

In using vertical computation forms, children should be encouraged to "look
for a ten", i.e. 2 from the 5 along with 8 make ten so 3 from 5 is left and the
result if ten + three or 13. Attached are minters for forms to use to
develop exercises that will have children go forth and back between
horizontal number sentences, and vertical computation forms. The pupil
book has several of these that are already prepared.
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LEVEL TWO
EguALITY

Background: Children will have had some experience with the three kinds of
equality experiences at Level One, but this must be more extensive at Level
Two.

Any countable, uniform material UNIFIX cubes, beans, buttons, bottle caps,
wooden cubes should be used. Split boards should be made. These can be
the reverse side of the Place Value boards used early in the year.

SlOE ONE OBVERSE 5 FOE

When children are familiar with the base ten blocks these can be used in
equality acti7ity also. Differing numbers of objects should be used eight
one day, fourteen on another, etc.

LESSON ONE: The some number of objects are placed on both sides of the
equality board. The LEFT side is kept constant. Children group the RIGHT
side into TWO groups in as many different ways as they can and write a
number sentence of the form: a I= b + c each time.

Things to observe:
Use of symbols numerals, +,=.
Correctness of number sentences

Question children about meaning of "some es" and "equals." Emphasize that
the two sides of number sentence are two ways of writing the same number,
i.e., '9" and "5 + e e two represent9tions for the same number.
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Extensions: Have the groupwed side put into THREE groups with number
sentences generated into FOUR or FIVE groups with number sentences
generated into EQUAL groups with number sentences generated.

Examples of number sentences:

12 = 7+5 12 = 5+7 12 = 9+3 12 = 10+2

12 = 8+4 12 = 4+8 12 = 3+9 12 = 2+10

12 = 11+1 12 = 2+11 12 = 6+6 12 2-. 2x6

12 = 3+4+5 12 = 2+2+8 12 = 3+6+3

12 = 2+3+4+3 12 = 4x3 12 3x4 12 6x2

12 = 12x1 12 = 1x12

LESSON TWO This lesson involves keeping the RIGHT constant and grouping
the LEFT side in a variety of ways as in Lesson One. Examples of number
sentences:

4 + 5= 9 5 +4= 9 6 + = 9 3 + = 9 22: 7 = 9

7 + 2= 9 8 + 1= 9 1 + 8= 9 9 + = 9 2 + 3 +4= 9

1+ 5+ = 9 3 x 3 = 9

LESSON THREE: This lesson involves grouping BOTH sides, sometimes in the
same way such as TWO Groups end sometimes in different ways such as
LEFT into two groups and RIGHT into THREE groups or into EQUAL groups.
This lesson provides for the greatest flexibility in use and really shows
children how many different ways the some number may be expressed.
Continually point out the two sides of the number sentences are names for
the SAME number. Examples of number sentences:

4 + 2 = 5 + 1 1 + 2 + 3 = 1 + 5 4 +5 =3x3

6 + 5 + 1 = 2 + 2 + 3 + 5

LESSON FOUR: This involves using place value represented numbers on one
side LEFT or RIGHT, and counters, grouped or ungrouped on the other. Some
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examples of split boards show the variety of experiences possible with this
activity:

XXX

I I

X XXX

X = mum
I MOO

X

X

22 - 3 x 3 + 4 + 5 + 4
22 - 9 + 13

20 + 2 = 9 + 13

13 - 9 + 4
13 = 3 x 3 + 2 x 2

10 + 3 = 3 x 3 + 2 x 2

12 - 4 + 3 + 5 Xnx Xi 9 + 5 = 10+ 4
10 + 2 = 7 + 5 XXII = 9 + 5 = 14

xXx

A

X

Attached are masters for recording equality board activities and generating
number sentences for equality relations. These are also included in the
pupil books.
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Following are examples of addition and subtraction problems as used

in Level One.. Use larger numbers in these. They exemplify the fourteen

'situations that give rise to these two operation

Also included are a smaller number of examples of multiplication and

division problems that involve joining, separating and comparing. Create

others like these as the need arises, adjusting number size to reflect what

students are capable of handling. Also included are some multi-step and

more than two number problems as examples.

A good resource for good pry )fern solving situations that emphasize

all of the strategies guess and check, use of tables, making lists,

drawing pictures, searching for patterns and determining operations to use

from numberless language problems are the Problem Solving books by

Charles and Lester that Addision Wesley publishes.



LEVEL ONE 4.1'

INTRODUCIN5 WORD PROBLEMS

Introduction: Children must know which operations are suggested by
language used. Actions such as joining and separating are suggested by
certain language, while static situations involving part-whole and
comparison are suggested by other language.

Children should be introduced to these uses with problems that have no
given numbers in order to concentrate on the meaning of the language.

LESSON ONE: Children should have lap chalkboards and LINIF IX cubes. They
are to write the operation symbol, "+", nr "-", to show what they think
should be done with the given quantities in the problem on the lapboard and
hold it after you have read the problem.

Read each problem slowly to the children. Observe the operation symbols
displayed and discuss each problem to find out why the children are writing
each operation sign.

Problem One: "Charlie found some nuts. Jane gave him some more nuts. How
many nuts did Charlie have then?"

This is a simple joining and + shows the operation to be performed on the
numbers had some been given. The form is:

R B or = +

LESSON TWO: "Bobbie had some marbles He gave part of his marbles to
Jackie. How many marbles did he have left?"

This is a simple separating and "-" shows the operation linking the twu
given quantities. The form is:

B or = R 8

LESSON THREE: "Billie had some soda pop straws. His sister gave him some
more. I know how many Billie had then. How many did his sister give him?"

This is a missing addend situation:
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e* n =

Since it is a joining, some children will write "+". Others may realize what
must be done with the given A and B and write "-". Ask the children to
explain why they wrote whet they did and discuss these differences.

LESSON FOUR: "Charlie Chipmunk gathered some nuts. He gave part to his
sister and had some left. I know how much he had left. How many nuts did
Charlie give to his sister?"

This is a separating of the type:

B

The separating is shown by "-" and "-" is performed on the given quantities
so either way the 7hildren should show you "-".

LESSON FIVE: "Corrine found some berries on a plant and put them in a pail.
Paul gave her his berries to put in the pail. I know hew many berries were
then in the pail. How many berries did Corinne have to start with?"

This is of the form:

R=

"+" shows the joining and "-- shows what to do with A and B. This will
require extensive discussion, with some small numbers for examples.
Perhaps the use of chips on the overhead would be needed:
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Add three chips:

0
0

0
0

"Now there are five chips. How many are under the card?"

LESSON SIX: "Polly had some stuffed animals. She gave part of these to her
sister and counted how many she had left. How many did she have to start
with?"

This is a separation of the form:

n 6

The separation is shown by "-". "+" shows what to do with the known
quantities, so children again might display either sign. Discuss this. Do an
example on the overhead if needed.

0
0
0

Chips under a card

Lift the card slightly and remove a few

0
ko
0
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Lift the card to show how many are now there and ask the children how
many were under the card at the beginning.

LESSON SEVEN: "Susie Squirrel found some red leaves and some brown
leaves for her nest. How many leaves did she find altogether?"

This is a simple part-part whole with NO ACTION indicated. The form is:

+ =

Children should show a + to indicate combining the parts to find the whole.
If need be, show a 2 color UNIF IX link and compare this with the language in
the problem.

LESSON EIGHT: "Charlie Chipmunk had some red berries end some blue
aerries. I know how many red berries he had and how many berries he had
altogether. How many blue berries did Charlie have?"

This is a part-part whole where a missing part must be found. If children
fully understand + separate parts, they will write "+". Some may write "-"
to show what to do with A and 8 in-

R + 6

Again you may have to make a row of chips on the overhead:

Cover the red with a card before showing the display. "Some of the row of
chips are red and some are blue. I have six chips in all. How many of the
chips are red?"
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= 6 shows this, but 6- 4 will give

the f value.

LESSON NINE: "While picking berries, John saw some bears. Patty saw
fewer bears than John. How many more bears did John see?"
This is finding the difference in a comparison and will
show this.

B=
If necessary show a red cube link and a shorter blue cube link to model this.

LESSON TEN: "There were some robins in a tree In another tree were some
bluebirds. There were more bluebirds than robins. There were how many
fewer robins?"

This is another find the difference comparison

B = J ), but with the opposite comparison

language. You will hive to really spend time.

contrasting these two situations.

LESSON ELEVEN: "Katie has some flowers. David has 3 more flowers than
Katie. 1 know how many David has. How many flowers does Katie have?"

This is a comparison where the difference is given and the smaller must be
found so will show this. You may have to model this with UN1F1X links.

David

Katie

"There are 5 blue cubes and 2 more blue cubes than red cubes. How many red
cubes are there?"

Flue

Red

LESSON TWELVE: "Freddie Fox put some leaves in a pile. Frannie Fox had 4
fewer leaves in her pile. How many leaves are in Frannie Fox's file?"
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This again gives the difference (4) and tne larger quantity, so is the
operation to find the smaller quantity. Again you may have to give several
examples with "more than", "fewer", "less then" language.

LESSON THIRTEEN: "Tony had some boxes. He had 3 more boxes then Torn. I

know how many Tom has. How many does Tony have?"

In this comparison the difference and the smaller quantity are given, `,3 is
iieedRd to find the larger quantity. Use UNIFIX links and several additional
examples to distinguish this from the two previous cases.

LESSON FOURTEEN: "Susie Squirrel has some sunflower seeds. She has two
fewer then Charlie Chipmunk. I know how many Susie has. How many does
Charlie have?"

Again, the difference and the smaller are given, so + is used to find the
larger. The difference is in how the comparison is stated A compared with
El, or B compared with A..

Those problems in Lesson One, Lesson Two and Lesson Seven have proved to
be easiest for children to interpret correctly. Those in Lesson Three, Lesson
Six, Lesson Nine, and Lessor Fourteen have proved to be the most difficult
for children just beginning sm.- 1 and well into third grade, when
reversibility of thinking is inore likely to be found. Work he&.der on these
more difficult situations for the children.
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LEVEL TWO

MORE WORD PROBLEMS:

DffiskgIL d: All arithmetic operations are based on joining, separating,
recognition of part-part-whole end comparing. Some joinings involve
questions that require subtraction; some separatings involve questions that
require addition, etc. There are 14 basic and different addition and
subtraction types that result from using two quantities, either equal or
unequal.

Part-part-whole

Known

R,B

R(or 8),C Other Part

C

A----x - - - - -B

Operation Heeded on
Uanted Sentence Known Quantities

= A + B Addition

, =0 + B

JOINING

Subtraction

A

join to to give

C

on

r r

Operation Heeded

Known Wonted Sentence Known Quantities

R,B C A + B = Addition

A,C B A = C Subtraction

B,C + B = C Subtraction
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SEPARATING

C

take away

A

Known Wanted Sentence

C,R B C -[:]

C,b A C = B

11,B R= B

COMPARING

A

B

results in

B

Operation Needed on

Known Quantities

Subtraction

Subtraction

Addition

1) 'less than" language used to

describe "dm.

2) snore than language used to

describe "do.

Known canted Sentence Operation Heeded on

Given Quantity
11,B d A - B = d Subtraction

= d Subtraction

B,d B = d Addition

3 for each of (1) and (2), totalling 6 cases.

There are 16 basic and different multiplication and division types. Those
that ere primarily part- pert whole, pining, separating and comparing
activities involving EQUAL groups being joined and separated are described
below.
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Fart Port-whole
several

(equal parts)

T is the who of

these equal parts

n of these
Operation Needed on

Known Wanted Sentence Given Quantities

s,n T T =sxn Multiplication
s,T n T= s x0 division

n,T s T =0 x n division

JOINING (several equal sets)

E

Es]

joined to give

a of these

Operation Needed on
Known canted Sentence

Given Quantities

3) n T T = 5+5+s+...s Multiplication

OP

T =sxn
s,T T = 5 xEl

division

n, t s T = x n division
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Separating (into several equal sets)

T

Known Wanted

T,s

separated into equal

sets to give

Number Sentence

T = s x

rn

n of these

Operation Needed on

Given Quantities

division

This is the "measurement" interpretation of division T

is measured by known s

Tin T =0 x n division

This is the "partitive" interpretation of division I

is separated in "n" sets of unknown size

n,s

Comparing

n. n x multiplication

N1

r is RATIO of x x's to

N
2

or correspondence of x's with D's



'1

Known Ranted Number Sentence Operation Needed on

Given Quantities

r 0 111 .
1NI , N2 --fii-or N1

N1 , r H2
r = ,....,

Ni or NI :E1 division

N2, r Ni r = 0 or El . i'2 multiplication
112

Children should have experience with all of these situations that involve
pert-part-whole, joining, separating erd comparing both unequal and equal
quantities.

Have them arrange the materials used in response orally given situations.
Emphasize whet language indicates comparison or looking at existing part
pert -whole end language that indicates actions of joining and separating.
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LEVEL ONE

WORD PROBLEMS WITH NUMBERS

Introduction: When the fourteen lessons with the situations leading to
addition and subtraction have been done often enough so that children can
recognize when + and need to be used in each case, start using numbers in
these situations.

PROCEDURE: Children should have UNIFIX cubes to use to represent
quantities in the problems.

Stage I: Read the first problem slowly. After the children have used the
UNIFIX cubes to find the answer, call on one child to give the answer orally.
Ask the children whether they added the two numbers together or subtracted
one from the other. Ask them to give a number sentence for you to write to
show what is happening in the problem. Reinforce the meaning of the
symbols. Proceed with other problems from the other lessons. Circle the
number that answers the question in each case in each number sentence
written.

LESSON ONE (1)
2 4. 1 = 0 LESSON TUB (1)

LESSON THREE ( I ) LESSON FOUR ( 1 )
2 + CI= 8 4 -0 = 2

LESSON FIDE ( I )

= 0 + 4

LESSON SEUEH (1)

LESSON SIX

® - 2 = 7 OR 7 =a1) - 2

LESSON EIGHT ( I )
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LESSON NINE ( 1 ) LESSON TEN ( 1 )
CI = 7 3 OR 7 - 3 = 10 0 = 0 - 5 OR 8 - 5 = 0
LESSON ELEUEN (1) LESSON TUELUE (1)0- 3 = 4 5 -0= 3

LESSON THIRTEEN ( 1 ) LESSON FOURTEEN ( 1 )
7 3 = 0 0 - 4 = 2 OR

Children should learn to always show the "difference" number in the
comparison alone on one side of the number sentence. This provides (1) a

focus on Milerence descriptions "more than", less than', "fewer than", and
(2 a consistent approach to the comparison.

Ellige_2: Use the recording form supplied.

Read each problem slowly once after instructing children to concentrate on
the question and finding the number that answers it. These should be
entered on the recording form. Then read the problem slowly a second time
after instructing.children to think of the number sentence that shows what
is in the language of the problem. This should be written in that space.
Thirdly, have children circle the number in the nifrwser sentence that
answers the question in the problem.

These number stories should be presented to children at least once each
week. Below are some examples of number stories that can be used to
parallel each of the fourteen situations. Many of these were developed by
Nancy Berg and Carol Dyson, two primary teachers in Duluth, MN. You can
develop similar stories of these 14 types to ure. Mix these up so children
get 3 or 4 different situations during each math period. Take time to
discuss each. Show the correct number sentence on the overhead, with the
correct number circled.

LESSON ONE:
1. "Kris brought two crayons to school. She found another one in

her desk. How many pencils did Kris have?"

2. "During the first fall, the Pilgrms built 2 big log cabins. in
the spring, they built 5 more log cabins. How many cabins
did they build?"



3. "Donnie took 3 tree ornaments from the Christmas box. His
mother gave him 4 more to hang on the tree. How many tree
ornaments did Donnie have to hang?"

4. "Jack made 4 paper snowflakes. Tom gave him the 5 he had made.
How many paper snowflakes did Jack have in all?"

5. "Jodie had 2 red candy hearts. Jane gave her 6 more candy
hearts. How many candy hearts did Jodie have then?"

6. "On Mayday there were 7 kites flying in the sky. Then Fred's
class sent their 2 kites up. How many kites were in the
sky then?"

LESSON TWO:

1. "Charlie Chipmunk found 6 seeds. He gave 4 seeds to his mother
to eat. How many did Charlie have to eat'?"

2. "Tom has a box of 8 crayons. He gave 2 crayons to Sue to use.
How many crayons does Tom have left in his box'?"

3. -Indians who visited the Pilgrims had 5 bearskins. The gave 4
of these to the Pilgrims. How many did they have left?"

4. "Joyce found 7 toy soliders in a box. She gave her brother 4
to hang on the Christmas tree and saved the rest. How many
toy soldiers did she save?"

5. "Pedro made 8 snowballs. He threw 5 at a can on the fence. How
many did he have left?"

6. "Jill bought 7 valentines. She gave 6 to her classmates.
How many did she have left?"

7. "Sam's kite needed more bows to fly. She had 9 bows on her
kite's tail. She gave 5 of them to Sam. How many bows were
left on her kite?"

LESSON THREE:

1. "2 school buses were parked by the school. Some more buses
came and parked. Josie counted 8 school buses parked, How
many buses parked late?"
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2. "The Pilgrims have 3 sacks of corn to plant. The Indians gave
them several more sacks of corn. The Pilgrims planted 6 bags.
How many sacks of corn did the Indians give them?"

3. "Dan brought home 5 decorations made in school. Ann gave him
those she had mode in school when he got home. Den had 8
decorations to put on the tree. How many decorations did Ann
give him?"

4. "Tommy has 2 pairs of boots. His brother gave him those he had
outgrown. Tommy now has 4 pairs of boots. How many pairs of
boots did his brother give him?

5. "Jerry had 3 valentine suckers. Mack gave him some more. Jerry now
has 7 valentine suckers. How many valentine suckers

did Mack give him?"

6. "Gary's bows on his kite tail numbered 4. He added the bows Sue
gave him. Now there are 9 bow- on Gary's kite. How many bows
did Sue give him?"

7. "Fannie's mother put 5 candles on the birthday cake. She sew
she needed more so she put those on the cake. The right
number of candles is B. How many more candles did she put on
the cake?"

LESSON FOUR:

1. "Sophie Squirrel gathered 4 acorns. She hid some under a log.
She put the other 2 acorns in the nest. How many ncorns
were under the log?"

2. "The teacher had 6 erasers. She gave 1 eraser to each child
in row 3 to use. She has 2 left. How many children are
in row 3.

3. "Dan had 8 pieces of tinsel. He gave some to Ann. He has 2
pieces left. How many pieces did he give to Ann?"

4. -Bennie made 5 snowmen. His dog knocked '"ome snowmen down.
Two snowmen are still standing. How many snowmen were
knocked down?"
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5. "Sally has 8 valentines. She sent some to her friends. Now she
has 2 valentines. How many valentines were sent to her
friends?"

6. "Francie had 7 pieces of birthday cake. She put some in the
cake sever. She gave the remaining 3 pieces to her friends.
How many pieces were put in the cake saver?"

7. "Tom picked 9 dandelions on the way to school. He dropped some
on the way. He gave 6 dandelions to his teacher. How many
did Tom drop?"

LESSON FIVE:

1. "Chuck picked some hazel nuts. His brother gave him 4 more
hazel nuts. Chuck had 7 hazelnuts to bring home. How many
hazel nuts did Chuck pick?"

2. "Paul brought his marble sack to school. His friend 8arnie
gave him 3 mare marbles. Paul now has 8 marbles. How many
marbles were in his sack when he came to school?"

3. "John brought some bread loaves to the Indian village. They
already had 4 loaves. The Indians shared 7 loaves of bread.
How many did John bring?"

4. "Sally had some dried cranberries on a string. Terri put 3 more
cranberries on it. There were 9 cranberries when they put
it on the tree. How many cranberries did Sally have at the
start?"

5. "Mike had some knit caps. His grandmother gave him 2 more. Now
he has 5 knit caps to weer. How many did he have to begin
with?"

6. "Kim had some valentines. She made 3 more in school and had
8 valentines to give to friends. How many did she have at
the beginning?"

7. "Some kites were flying in the school yard. Tom sent 2 more
into the air. Then there were 9 kites flying. How many
kites were there at the beginning?"

8. "For her birthday Jane received some bows. She put these with
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the es.'uows in her drawer. She has 8 bows now. How many bows
did she get on her birthday?"

LESSON SIX:

1. "Susie Squirrel gathered some acorns. She dropped 2 on the way
to her nest. She placed 7 in the nest. Huw many did she
gather?"

2. "There was a stack of books on the class table. Mary took 3 of
them. That left 2 for Fred to choose from. How many books
were on the table at the start?"

3. "The Pilgrims put some wild turkeys in a pen. They took 3 to
give to their India friends. Then there were 6 turkeys in
the pen. How mare turkeys did the Pilgrims put in the pen?"

4. "When John went to buy tree ornaments he sew a box with several
in it. He bought 2 and counted 6 left in the box. How many
were in the box to begin with?"

5. "Several snowflakes landed on Susie's mitten. She watched 5
melt and 3 were left. How many snowflakes landed on her
mitten?"

6. "Some valentine candies were in a dish on the table. Steve
took 2. When Jane came by she counted 5 candies in the dish.
How many candies were in the dish to begin with?"

7. "Some kites were flying. After 3 were pulled down., 6 were
still flying. How many were flying to begin with?"

8. "Some presents were in a pile on the table. When his mother
gave Tom 2 of these, 5 were left in the pile. How many were
in the pile at the start?"

LESSON SEVEN:

I. "Chuckle Chipmunk had 6 red berries or., 3 green berries. How
many berries did Chuckle have?"

2. "Jeanne has 3 reading books and 2 coloring books. How many
books does Jeanne have?"

3. "When the Pilgrims and Indians had their first dinner together,
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there were 4 pumpkin pies end 2 apple pies. How many pies
did they have?"

4. "in making a wreath for the tree, Janet used 3 red loops and
5 green loops. How many loops did she use?"

5. "Kari has 2 red scarves, 3 white scarves, and 1 blue scarf.
How many scarves does Kari have?"

6. "Tom had 2 heart valentines and 4 lace valentines. How many
valentines did Tom have?"

7. "Gary found 2 fielders gloves and 1 first baseman's glove.
How many baseball gloves did Gary find?"

8. "Willie received 6 presents wrapped in green paper and 2
wrapped in white paper. How many presents did Willie
receive?"

LESSON EIGHT:

1. "Bruno Bear found a bush with 9 berries. 3 were red and the
rest were green. How many berries were green?"

2. "Hanging in the cloakroom are 8 jackets. 2 are red and the
rest blue. How many jackets are blue?"

3. "On the Thanksgiving table were 5 bowls of vegetables. 3
had squash and the rest had corn. How many bowls had corn ?"

4. "Ann had 6 Christmas tree ornaments. 6 of them had sparkles
and the others had no sparkles. How many of the Christmas
tree balls had no sparkles?"

5. "Tim has 6 pairs of mittens. 2 pairs are wet and the rest are
dry. How many pairs of mittens are still dry?"

6. "Of the 7 jelly beans in a dish, 5 were red and the rest were
black. How many jelly beans were black?"

7. "9 birds weresitting on the fence. 3 were blue and the rest
brown. How many brown birds were on the fence?"

O. "All of Joyce's 7 presents were wrapped in colored foil. 2 were



in silver foil and the rest in green foil. How many presents
were in green foil?"

LESSON NINE.,

1. "Charlie Chipmunk saw 7 bears. Susie Squirrel saw only 3 beers.
Charlie Chipmunk saw het./ many more bears then Susie?"

2. "Sue has 2 papers to bring home. Tom has 7 papers to bring
home. Tom finished how many more papers than Sue?"

3. "For Thanksgiving, the Pilgrims had 6 turkeys and 3 fish.
They had how many more turkeys than fish?'

4. "The Christmas tree light set had 6 blue lights and 4 red
lights. How me,ny more blue lights were there?"

5. "Jim made 3 snowballs end Fred made 6 snowballs. Fred node
how many more snowballs than Jim?"

6. "Kelly received 6 valentines and Jolene received 4 valentines.
Kelly received how many more valentines than Jolene?"

7. "When Jack and Sally went to pick flowers, Jack found 9 daisies
and Sally found 4 buttercups. Jack found how many more
flowers than Sally?"

6. "Jean and her twin sister Joan received birthday presents from
their friends. Jean got 6 presents and Joan got 6. Jean got
how many more presents than Joan?"

LESSON TEN:
1. "5 blackbirds were in one tree. 8 crows were in a second tree.

How many fewer blackbirds were there"?

2. Bill brought 3 toy cars to school. Jim brought 6 toy cars to
school. How many fewer did Bill bring?

3. All of the children went berry picking. The Pilgrim children
picked 3 baskets of berries. The Indian children picked 5
baskets of berries. The Pilgrim children picked how many
fewer baskets of berries?

4. The Christmas tree had 8 red lights and 6 blue lights. There



were how many fewer blue lights?

5. In their snow fort, Pat stored 3 snowballs. Betty had 6
snowballs stored. Pat had how many fewer snowballs in the
fort?

6. When the teacher distributed the Valentine mail, Sam received 4
and Jean received 7. Sam received how many fewer valentines?

7. Sue had 9 fresh daisies end Sam tied 6. Sam had how many fewer
fresh daisies?

B. Tom had 4 candles on his birthday cake end his brother had 9
candies on his. Tom had how many fewer candles on his cake?

LESSON ELEVEN:

1. Charlie has 3 nuts in his pail. Susie has 4 more nuts than
Charlie. Susie has how many nuts in her pail?

2. When the class went to the gym, the girls had 4 rubber balls.
The boys had 2 more rubber balls. How many rubber bells
did the boys have?

3. At the first Thanksgiving the children played games. The girls
played 5 games. The boys played 3 more games then the girls
played. The boys played how many games?

4. The Christmas tree had 3 presents with bows underneath. The
presents without bows were 3 more in number than those with
bows. How many presents were without bows?

5. Tom's team had 3 practice pucks. Sue's team had 4 more then
Tom's teem. How many hockey pucks did Sue's team have?

6. Joyce found 5 dandelions. Kristine found 3 dandelions more
than Joyce. How many dandelions did Kristine find?

7. 4 school kites had red ribbon tails. The kits with blue ribbon
tails were 3 more than this. How many kites had blue ribbon
tails?

B. On her birthday, Tanya received 5 gifts. Janet received 2 more
than this on her birthday. How many presents did Janet



receive?

LESSON TWELVE:

1. Charlie had 5 acorns in his pail. Susan had 3 fewer acorns in
hers. How many acorns did Susan have?

2. Jiro brought his set of 7 toy soldiers to class. Tom had 4 fewer
soldiers in his set. How many were in Tom's set?

3. For the first Thanksolving, the Indian children picked 6
baskets of berries. The Pilgrim children picked 2 fewer
baskets. How many baskets did the Pilgrim children pick?

4. A Christmas tree had 9 red lights. There were 3 fewer blue
lights. How many blue lights were on the tree?

5. Patty's snowman had 6 buttons. Jean's had 3 fewer buttons.
How many buttons were on Jean's snowman?

6. Sam received 7 valenti. es. Sue received 2 fewer valentines.
Sue received how many valentines?

7. Tammy found 5 dandelions. John found 1 dandelion less than
Tammy. How many dandelions did John find?

8. Tom and Gail had birthdays two days apart. Tom's cake had 7
candles. Gail's cakF, has 2 candles less than Tom's. How
many candles were on Gail's cake?

LESSON THIRTEEN:

1. Susie Squirrel has 7 animals in her family. She has 3 more
anima's than Charlie has in his family. How many animals
are in Cheri le's family?

2. Jean ha^ 6 peanuts. She has 3 peanuts more than Pam. Pam
has how many peanuts?

3 Indian children looped 7 poles. This was 3 poles more than the
Pilgrim children looped. How many poles did the Pilgrim
children loop?

4. Tom's chair had 9 presents on it. This was 3 rresents more than
Jane's chair. Jane had how many presents?



5. lhe Lost end Found Box in Room 10 had 8 pairs of mittens. This
was 3 more pairs than Room 12 had. How many per: :f
mittens were in Room 12's Lost and Found Box?

6. 8 valentines had flowers on them. This was 2 more than the
valentines with hearts. How many valentines had hear's on
them?

7. 8 kites flew on the sunny side of the school. This is 3 more
than flew on the shady side. How many kites flew on the
shady side?

8. Tom's 7 pencils for his birthday were 2 more than Jane's ribbons
for her birthday. How many ribbons did Jane have?

LESSON FOURTEEN:

1. Joyce has 4 sunflower seeds. She has 2 fewer than Charlie. How
many seeds does Charlie have?

2. Joe choose 3 library books. He chose 3 fewer than Deanna.
How many library books did Deanna choose?

3. The Pilgrims had 5 ponies. They had 2 ponies fewer than the
Indians. How many ponies did the Indians have?

4. Linda selected 5 of the ornaments. She selected 3 fewer than
Tom. How many ornaments did Tom select?

5. Tony made 2 small snowmen. He made 3 fewer snowmen than Kathy.
Kathy made how many snowmen?

6. Jake received 5 valentines. He received 3 fewer than Joannie.
Joannie received how many valentines?

7. Bob's beg had 6 marbles. He hao 3 fewer marbles than Gene.
Gene had how many marbles?

8. Andy's 5 birthAy presents were 2 fewer than his sister
Gail's. Gal had how many birthday presents?

In creating and using these kinds of "story roblems," use as many real
objects as found in the problems as -ou can. Some suggestions are:
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Se inning of school: Pencils, crayons, paper sheets, scissors, books
notebooks and similar objects associated with this period of time.

Fall: Acorns and other nuts, leaves, seeds, end other things found on the
ground at this time of year.

Winter: Snowmen, skates, skies, snowballs, mittens, tassel caps, jackets,
overshoes end other things associated with this time of the gear.

Spririg;, Kites, flowers, birds and other things related to this time.

Birthdays: Candles, presents, gifts, friends, etc.

Thanksaiithgl Turkey cutouts, pumpk n cutouts, corn, etc.

Christmas: Unbreakable tree ornaments, gifts, tree lights, wreaths, bows.

Valentine's Day-, Hearts, valentines, valentine candies

Easter: Jelly beans, eggs, paper rabbits, baskets
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LEVEL ONE

MORE WORD PROBLEMS: Adding and Subtracting

1. Beth had 3 red balls. Jeff gave her 3 more red bal;s. How
many red balls did she have then?

2. Ann had 8 flowers. She gave 5 of them to her mom. How many
flowers did she have left?

3. Pam had 2 books. Sam gave her some more books. Then Pam
had 5 books. How many books did Sam give her?

Jan had 10 sticks. She gave some to Sid and then had 4 sticks
left. How many sticks did she give to Sid?

5. BM had some cars. He gave 4 cars to Jack. Now he has 1 car
left. How many cars did he have to start with?

6. Pete had some cans of pop. Jeff gave "im 3 more cans of pop.
Now he has 6 cans of pop. How many cans of pop did he have
to start with?

Val has 5 green bows and 4 red bows. How many bows does Val
have together?

8. Jake has 7 ti.: 5 are big and the rest are little. How
many turtles are little?

Tom has 7 trucks and Sam has 6 trucks. How many more trucks
does Tom have then Sam?

10. Becky has 7 rings. Jackie has 3 rings. How many fewer
rings does Jackie have then Becky?

1 1 Ted has 7 kittens. Bill has 2 more than Ted. How many
kittens does Bill have?

12. Todd has 9 pairs of socks. Ted has 2 fewer pairs of socks
than Todd. How many pairs of socks does Ted have?

13. Sara has 4 marbles. She has 3 marbles more than Jean.
How many marbles does Jean have?
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14. Bob has 4 pencils. He has 4 fewer pencils than Jan.
many pencils does Jan have?

15. Rick has 1 rabbit. He has 4 fewer rabbits than Ron.
How many rabbits does Ron have?

16. Pam has 7 dollars. She has 2 dollars more than Jim.
How many dollars does Jim have?

17. Ron has 6 turtles. Sid has 4 fewer turtles than Ron.
How many turtles does Sid have?

18. Val had 1 dollhouse. Ann has 1 more dollhouse than Vol.
How many dollhouses does Ann have?

19. Debbie has 5 birds. June has 9 birds.
How many fweter birds does Debbie have than June?

20. Joan has 4 pencils and Mil a has 3 pencils.
How many more pencils does Joan have than Mike?

21. Betty has 9 rabbits. 6 are brown and the rest are white.
How many rabbits are white?

22. Mike he , 6 trucks and 4 trains.
How many trucks and trains does Mike have altogether?

23. Gail had some beads. Jane gave her 6 more beads. Now
she has 9 beads. How many beads did she have to start with?

24. Sam had some pigs. He gave 2 pigs to Frank. Now he has
7 pips left. How many pigs did he have to start with?

25. Liz had 3 dogs. She gave some to Bob and then had 1 dog
t. How many dogs did she give to Bob?

26. Kate had 1 sucker. Jill have her some more suckers.
Than Kate had 8 suckers. How many suckers did Jill give her?

27. Tom had 4 fish. He gave 4 of them to Bob.
How many fish did he have left?
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28. Bob had 1 stick of gum. Val gave him 1 more stick of gun.
How many sticks of gum did he have then?

29. Sam had 5 bugs. Tom have him 1 more bug.
How many bugs did he have then?

30. Beth had 7 candy bars. She gave 4 of them to Ted. How many
candy bars did she have left?

31. Jean had 3 balloons. Sue gave her some more balloons.
Then she hod 6 balloons. How me iy balloons did Sue give her?

32. Ted had 7 toy jets. He gave snrne to Ben and then had 5 toy
jets left. How many toy jets , he give to Ben?

33. Tom had some hot dogs. He gave 2 hots dogs to Jan. Now he
has 2 hots dogs left. How many hot dogs did he have to
start with?

34. Pat had some marbles. Jill gave her 4 more marbles. Now
she has 10 marbles. How many marbles did she have to
start with?

35. Ron has 3 dogs and 2 cats. How many dogs and cats does
Ron have altogether?

36. Jenny has 10 coins. 3 are dimes and the rest are nickels.
How many coins are nickels?

37. Tine has 3 dolls and June has 9 dolls. How many more dolls
does June have then Tina?

38. Mom has 8 oranges. Dad has 6 oranges.
How many fewer oranges does Dad have then Morn?

39. Jan has 4 shells. Sam has 3 shells more than Jan.
How many shells does Sam have?

40. Max has 6 fish. Jill has 5 fewer fish than Max.
How many fish does Jill have?

41. Matt has 10 bugs. He has 1 bug more than Ben.
How many bugs does Ben have?



42. Jack has 4 tops. He has 6 fewer tops than Tim.
How many tops does Tim have?

43. Liz has 3 oranges. She has 3 fewer oranges then Val.
How many oranges does Val have?

4:1. Joan has 8 necklaces. She has 2 necklaces more than Barb.
How many necklaces does Barb have?

45. Sue has 7 bananas. Rick has 1 fewer banana than Sue.
How many bananas does Rick have?

46. Jack has 6 ice cream cones. Liz has 4 ice cream cones more
than Jack. How many ice cream cones does Liz have?

47. Rick has 2 dogs. Sue has 4 dogs.
How many fewer dogs does Rick have than Sue?

48. Mary has 10 blouses and Jill has 4 blouses.
How many more blouses does Mary have than Jill?

49. Ken has 9 apples. 2 apples are red and the rest are green.
How many apples are green?

50. Sara has 1 big duck and 6 little ducks.
How many ducks does Sara have altogether?

51. Todd had some dimes. Sue gave him 7 more dimes. Now he has
8 dimes. How many dimes did he have to start with?

52. Ann had some hats. She gave 1 hat to Ted. Now she has 9
hats left, How many hats did she have to start with?

53. Ann had 5 dresses. She gave some to Beth and then had 3
dresses left. How many dresses did she give to Beth?

54. Todd had 5 shells. Joan gave him some more shells. Then
Todd had 9 shells. How many shells did Joan give him?

55. Rick had 10 rocks. He gave 3 of them to Pet
How many rocks did he have left?
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56. Jim had 4 apples. Jan gave him 3 more apples.
How many apples did he have then?

57. Pam had 5 shells. Liz gave her 4 more shells.
How many shells did she have then?

58. Joy had 5 dolls. She gave 2 of them to Val.
How many dolls did she have left?

59. Max had 7 ducks. Jim gave him some more ducks.
Then Max had 8 ducks. How many ducks did Jim give him?

60. Tim had 9 ships. He gave some tc Val end then had 7 ships
left. How many ships did he give to Val?

61. Pam had some rings. She gave 5 rings to Liz. Now has has 4
rings left. How many rings did she have to start with?

62. Jack had some frogs. Tom gave him 1 more frog. Now he has
4 frogs. How many frogs did he have to start with?

63. Joy has 4 blue crayons and 4 yellow crayons.
How many crayons does she have altogether?

64. Matt has 6 bells. 4 are blue and the rest are green.
How many balls are green?

65. Ben has 2 packs of bubble gum and Beth has 5 packs of
bubble gum. How many more packs of bubble gum does Beth
have than Ben?

66. Jenny has 3 balloons. Jack has 10 balloons.
How many fewer balloons does Jenny have than Jack?

67. Tim has 5 trucks. Tom has 2 trucks more then Tim.
How many trucks does Tom have?

68. Kate has 10 stickers. Jenny has 3 fewer stickers than Kate.
How many stickers does Jenny have?

69. Fred has 9 Transformers. He has 3 Transformers more than
Chad. How many Transformers does Chad have?



70. Ann has 4 lollipops. She has 5 fewer lollipops then Pet.
How many lollipops does Pat have?

71. Beth has 5 apples. She has 2 fewer apples than Sam.
How many apples does Sam have?

72. Al has 5 kites. He has 2 kites more than June.
How many kites does June have?

73. Pet has B pairs of shoes. Joy has 4 fewer pairs of shoes
than Pat. How many pairs of shoes does Joy have?

74. Pam has 3 skirts. Beth has 5 skirts more than Pam.
How many skirts does Beth have?

75. Jeff has 8 airplanes. Todd has 9 airplanes.
How many fewer airplanes does Jeff have than Todd?

76. Pete has 6 shirts and Tim has 5 shirts.
How many more shirts does Pete have than Tim?

77. Barb has 8 ice cream cones. 6 are chocolate and the rest
are strawberry. How many ice cream cones are strawberry?

78. Jeff has 2 bats and 8 bells.
How many bets and balls does Jeff have altogether?

79. Kate had some pet rabbits. Joy gave her 5 more pet rabbits.
Now she has 7 pet rabbits. How many pet rabbits did she
have to start with?

80. Jill had some dolls. She gave 3 dolls to Sue. Now she has
5 dolls left. How many dolls did she have to start with?

81. Ron had B apples. He gave some to Joy and then had 6 apples
left. How many apples did he give to Joy?

82. Chad had 4 guns. Tim gave him some more guns. Then Chad
had 7 guns. How many guns did Tim give him?

83. Ben had 6 trucks. He gave 5 of them to Jack.
How many trucks did he have left?



54. Max had 2 blue cars. Tim have him 3 more slue cars.
How many blue cars did he have then?



LEVEL TWO

PROD EM SOLVING: WITHOUT NUMEERS

Intrpduction: Read a "story" problem that has no numbers in it. Ask the
children what number operation would be needed on the given things to
answer the question.

Example:
"John had some chestnuts. He gave some of his chestnuts to Fred. How many
chestnuts did John have left?"

Talk about whet is given and what needs to be found. What operation is done
on the given numbers to find the answer.

Do this periodically throughout the year, sampling ALL fourteen of the + and
situations.

Activity; Give children cards with "+" and "-" on them. Read "story"
problems to them one at a time. The children are to hold up a card to show
which operation to do or the given numbers.



LEVEL ONE

WORD PROBLEMS: More Than Two Numbers

introduction: Introduce this extension to the children with a story. They
should have UNIFIX cubes or other materiel to represent the materiels. Ask
them to use the materials and answer the question in the problem.

"Tom has three balloons; Bill has four balloons
and John has two balloons. How many balloons
do they have together?"

"Jean had three cookies end Patricia had two
cookies. Jean gave one cookie to Theresa.
How many cookies did Jean and Patricia have
together?"

"Tom had eight marbles. He had two more than
John. John had two more than Bill. How many
marbles did Bill haveT

"Mr. Pirelli makes tires for bicycles and tricycles.
He made enough for 4 bicycles and 3 tricycles.
How many tires did he make?"

Devise as many problems involving adding and subtracting that show joining,
separating, comparing end pert-part-whole as you can.

Combine two of these situations into these problems as much as possible.
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LEVEL TWO
GENERATING WORD PROBLEMS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Present the class with two numbers, 5 and 8, for example.
Ask the children to write a story using these two numbers and either
addition or subtraction. Give an example: "John has five apples. Corinne
gives him eight more. How many does he have now?" Point out that a
mestion must be asked in each tort' written. When each has written one,
ask a few of the children to read their problems. Discuss these. Ask the
children which number sentences would be written to show what operation
is used to answer the question. Discuss these responses.

Present a second pair of numbers and ask the children to write a story about
this pair. Remind the children that one of the numbers can be the result of
adding ur subtracting. Repeat the previously described discussions. Watch
for (1) the variety of situations used, (2) correct use of signs in the
associated number sentences, (3) correct use of left over," "all together,"
left," "together," more than," less than," and other expressions that are
related to the kinds of problems.

LESSON TWO

Give the children three related numbers, e.g. 9, 6, 3. Ask them to write
these down and circle one of them. Have them write a story problem that
uses the two UNCIRCLED numbers, so that the CIRCLED number will be the
answrr to the question in the problem.
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LEVEL TWO

GENERA:TING NUMBER SENTENCES

Dicks mak Read ALL of the lessons relating to Word Problems and Number
Operations in Level One. Repeat these with larger numbers than
recommended for Level One. Keep in mind that the sequence for developing
understanding of Number Sentences is:

ORAL DESCRIPTIONS ARRANGEMENTS Of MATERIALS

NUMERAL CARD "SENTENCES" WRITTEN SENTENCES

This some sequence should be used when the numbers are expressed in Place
Value form. The materials to arrange then are base ten blocks.

Children will have some difficulty generating number sentences for certain
kinds of problems until they have had much experience with all separating,
joining and comparing situations. Reread the section of word problems until
you thoroughly understand how these give rise to the arithmetic operations
that number sentences represent.



LEVEL TWO

CORRESPONDENCES

Background:round: One of the major areas of difficulty for students in
intermediate grades and junior high school is in applying ratio and using
proportions. An early start in this area at the concrete level would be
helpful in preventing some of this.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: On the overhead, use transparent colored squares of two
colors. Make a set of TWO of one colnr and a set of ONE of the other color:

R

R

B

Children should have two colors of UNIFIX cubes. Have them make a TWO link
of one color and a ONE link of the other as you have done. Write 2:1 to show
this comparison. Then make a second arrangement like the first and join
them:

R

R

R

R

Write 4:2. Point out that the 2:1 groups or still recoverable and that there
are twice as many RED as BLUE. Give the children recording forms and have
the children complete that.

Links of each color (Red) (Blue)

1 2 1

2 4 2
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LESSON TWO Have the children use UNIFIX cubes to complete recording
forms for 3:2; 3:4; 2:3; 1:2 ratios. Repeat this activity once a month or so.
Besides giving a concrete example of ratio correspondences, it helps
children learn multiplication facts.

LESSON THREE Have children use 2 colors of UNIFIX cubes to build links as
in the previous lessons. Provide them with graph paper end have them color
in squares to show the links as successively made. The example is for 2:3.

11111111111111111
Color A Color B

11-1111-M1111.111sminromailLiOIisuisr-
711--INMM

im1 111111
11111K.:11111111111
Mit---1211111111111

zIgi-'7:11111011111111
;:3,1011111111110111111

IV: A111101111111111
';..:71.=-1111111111
:1-C_:"1111111111111111111111riiil-411ONU

246 369, etc.

Have them drew lines as shown and compare how the lines are °climbing.'
Then have them record the links side by side on graph paper:

111111111111111111 MIME'
11111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111110111

O1111111111111111

11M1111111111111111

1111111MME1111111111111

intger.±-mimmuni
new. Enimmummi

ARP1111111111111111
A BABAB
2 3 4 6 6 9

Lines should be drawn connecting the A color corners and also a line
connecting the B color corners. Compare the "rise" in the lines.
Following is a recording form. Several of these for different ratios are
provided in the pupils book.
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LEVEL TWG
FRACTIONS 1

Barkground: Children have a primitive idea of fractions coming to school.
"Half" generally means one of two parts, without regerd for the parts being
IDENTICAL

probeblij cut in `half" for most children at age 6 or 7_ One might recognize
the disparity but say, "Your half is bigger than mine!"

Introduction to the dei3 of fraction is representing some count of several
EQUAL: PARTS is through work with concrete materials with such
relationships built into them. A fully developed concept of fraction raquires
eventual MR of area, length and volume models. At this level Pattern Blocks
are used. Children will have used them previously for several purposes, but
at this level, formal introduction to fractions with them is one of the two
uses for them.

LESSON ONE:

Group the children in fours with each group having at least 12 greens, 3
blues, 4 reds and 2 yellow Pattern Blocks. Using overhead projector
versions of these, show the children what constructions you want done with
them.

Example:

"I have made a shape just like
the blue piece from two greens.
You do the same."
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Then:

"A green piece is what part of a blue piece?"
"A blue piece is how many times as big as a green piece.'
Are all of the green pieces equal in size."

"The green piece is what fraction of the blue?"

Have the children build each of the remaining pieces from the same-color
smeller pieces in all possible ways such as red from greens, yellow from
greens, yellow from reds, yellow from blues. Ask questions about what
fraction the red is of yellow, blue of yellow, etc.

You should continue to question the children about these relationships until
they see that:

G= 1 /2B G= 1/3R G= 1 /6Y
5-1/3Y IR= lin 6=2/3R

This is necessary since future work will assign Value ONE to the Yellow
piece and fractions to the smaller related pieces.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: On the overhead projector, show a red rod. Ask the children to
find a rod that is half of red rod. When they respond, arrange 2W below 1R:

R

Have them find a rod that is halt of the purple rod. When they respond,
arrange:

o;', the overhead.

Have them find half of the dark green rod, then half of the brown rod, then
half of the orange rod. Ask which rods have no 'half" rods in the set.

Symbolize these relationships as W = 112R, R = 1/2P, 6 7. 1/20, etc. Do the
example from the worksheet on the overhead and be sure that they record
and color on the worksheet correctly.

Example:
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R

THIRD: none

BLUE 1

LESSON THREE
Have the children work with "one third" using the worksheet. Watch to see
that they are (1) coloring in on the worksheets and tracing the correct rods
for the thirds and halves.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction: Place the purple rod with four white rods and the brown rod
with four red rods on the overhead, as shown:

Talk about "one fourth" as being one of four EQUAL parts. The W is one
fourth of the P and the R is one fourth of the W rod.

Ask the children for other examples of one fourth, where there are four
EQUAL parts.

Activity; Give each child several white squares of paper. Demonstrate how
to fold them into fourths one way:

J

ON

-->

Have them fold three pieces this way and color in ONE fourth, TWO fourths,
and THREE fourths.

Demonstrate how to fold it into fourths another way. Talk your way through
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"Now it's in half" "Now we
have half of

half"
Again, have them color in ONE fourth, TWO fourths and THREE fourths. Point
out how two fourths one MU.

x
LESSON FIVE

Activity: Have the children outline a 3 x 3 square on the geoboerd. Have
them divide it into 2 equal parts with one rubber band and record this on the
dot paper. Monitor to see that these are correct. Suggest, "Do it another
way." Have them hold up their geoboards so that you can check. If most of
them are OK, they should draw these, too. Work with those who are having

problems while the others divide the square in as many wags as they can.

Extension: Repeat with a 2 x 3 rectangle, then a 4 x 4 square and a 4 x 3

rectangle. Challenge them to try other shapes, such as triangles or non-
rectangular 4-sided shapes.

LESSON SIX:

Use UNIFIX cubes or Cuisenaire Rods to introduce children to 2/3 and 3/4.

Unifix Cubes: Have them make UNIFIX links of a given size of one color.
Have them make a second link of a given color that is some fractional part
of it. Emphasize the idea of "a certain number of EQUAL parts" as a fraction.

Example:
Make a blue link of 12 cubes.
Make a red link that is 2/3 of it.
Make a green link that is 3/4 of it.

Cuisenaire Rods: Have studentds find shorter rods that are fractional parts
of selected rods.

Example:
Find a rod that is 2/3 of a dark green rod.
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LEVEL TWO

FRACTIONS 2: USING FRACTION WORDS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Put the yellow hexagon on the overhead projector. Tell the
children this is ONE. Make the hexagon from 2 red trapezoids. This, then is
ONE-HALF. Make the hexagon from 3 blue "diamonds Ask the children what
fraction a blue piece will be (ONE-THIRD). Make the hexagon from the green
triangles. This shape is ONE SIXTH of the yellow ONE.

Write the following alongside each piece.

ONE 1

ONE HALF 1/2

ONE THIRD 1/3

ONE SIXTH 1/6

Ask the children several comparison questions.

"Is 1/2 more than or less than 1 /3?"
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"How do you know?"
"lt-, 1/3 more than or less then 1/6r
"Whet else do you know about 1 /3 and 1 /6?"

Activity; Pass pattern blocks out to the children 2 of each color. Have the
children combine 2 different pieces together in different ways, asking for
the resuli Eng fraction (compared to the ONE) each time. Have the children
find the difference between (HOW MUCH bigger the larger one is) the red end
blue, the blue and green.

Remind the children you join and compare fractions just like you join,
separate and compare whole numbers.
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LEVEL TWO

PLACE VALUE: UNIFIX CUBE INTRODUCTION TO BASE TEN

Background: Children using this program will have had experience with
counting onto a place value mat until d predetermined grouping size c tan
was reached, grouped these and placed them in the left column. They also
are counting off a place value mat, necessitating decomposing of groups to
recover counters. These same games (see Level One Lesson Plans) should be
used to introduce base ten. Whereas they previously celled groups by names
other than the base size, i.e. Bozo for three or Quark fnr four, TEN is to be
given its own name. it is a good idea to make a UNIFIX TEN, and suspend it in
front of the room with the label - TEN.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Children ere to each have a split mat and a 'bank" of 25 or so
UNFIX cubes:

000
El

o o
CI 0

Select a signal to indicate the number to be put on the counting (right) side
of the mat hand clap, rap of a ruler on a desk, etc. Signal to have the
students count two, three, four at a time ont the right side. Remind them
the TEN is the magic number and when they have TEN UNIFIX they must link
them and (1) put the TEN on the left side. At each stage they are to record
on the Recording Form.

Example:
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clap, clap

clap, clap , clap

clap, clop , clap

clap, clap , clap

Macs Yaks!, Mai Reeardhil furor

7EN ONE

0 2

..

7EN ONE

O 2

O 5

I 7EN ONE

0
..

2

0
0

5

0 8

?EN ONE

0 2

0 s
I

0 8

0 JO



0

When children are accustomed to this let them play "personal computer" by
cuunti.ng on and recording using a die or spinner as the signal for how much
to add to the right column. This can be varied by using TWO spinners or TWO
dice, one to indicate tens to add, the other to indicate ones to add. Repeat
until concept of "grouping by tens" is well established.

LESSON TWO: Start with a predetermined larger number, i.e. forty-three
and use signals to count off the board. This will require students to take
apart a UNIFIX TEN to get ONES needed to be able to remove the required
number. Be sure they fully &compose the TEN and not remove just enough to
have the required ONES.

Follow the same procedures and variations, using the Recording Forms
provided.

LESSON THREE: Give the children numbers to show you in tens and one on
the place value met. "Show me thirty-two":
I=I=MiI..MMW'II

etc.
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LESSON FOUR: Have pairs of children measure lengths in the room using
UNIFIX cites to make a long train that matches the length. Have them break
the UNIFIX cubes into TENS and ONES, place these on a place Wile mat and
record the result on a form:

Extensions: Have pairs of children estimate the number of objects in jars or
bags peanuts, marbles, macaroni shells, etc. Then have them count these
by TENS in paper cups, place the cups and left over ones onto the place value
board and record the results. Compare these with the estimates.

Pair children with UNIFIX cubes (and later base ten blocks), a +- spinner, a
place value mat each and a numeral spinner. They take turns spinning the
+1- to see whether to add on cubes or to take cubes off, the numeral spinner
to see how many. The object is to get a given number of TENS, i.e., two,
three, etc.
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LESSON FIVE: This 'esson is to provide a transition to trading with base ten
blocks.

Introduction: Of the TEN Unifix recording form and the TEN Beans recording
form

111111111111111111
cD cp
cp iczD 0 0

make a link in two parts of Ten Unifix end color this tc show that on the
+ransparency. Then roll ten bemis and color that transparency. Write the
corresponding number sentences in each case in two ways: 10 - + and

+ = 10

Activity; Each child should have 12 of each of two colors of Unifix and ten
beans that are colored on one side. Have them complete one Beans sheet and
one Unifix sheet, writing both kinds of number sentences each time. Remind
them to look for tens when they see things like 6 + 7. 4 from the 7 is used
with 6 to make ten and 3 is left over, so the result is a ten + three.

It might be helpful to make a Unifix Ten and hang it up in the front of the
room with a sign: THIS IS A TEN.

Following are Masters to be used in connection with numeration using UNIF I X
cubes. The pupil book has some exercises already prepared using these.
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LEVEL TWO

PLACE VALA: Stations

Set up stations like number stations for students. Use the "Mg Computer"
and other recording torms and worksheets.

Materials to use include:

1. Unifix cubes and Unifix ten frame place value mats with reocrding forms.

2. Base ten blocks and base ten place value mats with recording forms.

3. Beans and cups to use with split boards and recording forms.

4. Bean stick "tens" to be traded for ten beans accumulated and the
appropriate recording forms.
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LEVEL TWO

NUMERATION

LESSON ONE

Backgrour4 Many children will already have associated counting words
with base ten numerals through their experience with page numbers, price
tags, etc. This lesson is to clearly associate numerals in base ten with the
counting words. Words are to be translated in base ten block
representations and then into numerals through pictures. Materials are base
ten blocks, 2 place value mats, and recording forms that look like:

wamber tOme Pfaltire Pikarterat

Introduction: Read aloud some number between ten and thirty. Ask the
children to write that in the NAME column. Have them arrange base ten
blocks to represent that number. 'Draw a picture in the PICTURE column of
your base ten blocks." "Write numerals in the tens and ones columns to show
how many of each you used and pictured."

Check each step to see the recording forms are used correctly. Do several
different numbers to give children experience.

Student Activity: When children can all correctly use the recot ling form;
pass out the worksheets. They are to use materials to represent the given
counting words, draw pictures of their mataerials (a 1 to represent a TEN
block and a * or x to represent a ONE block) and write the numerals. Watch
how children make the transition from ORAL counting words to PRINTED
counting words.

Extensions: Use this lesson with gradually increasing numbers twenties
and thirties forties and fifties, etc. Use the recording form as a master to
make additional worksheets. Use worksheets that vary the stimulus, i.e.

1. give pictures of base ten blocks the student writes
names and numerals

2. give numerals student makes pictures of base ten blocks
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and writes names.

Use worksheets where each problem has a different stimulus word,
picture, numeral.

LESSON TWO

Have children build counting charts that go from 0 to 99 using the base ten
blocks and the Recording Forms.

LESSON THREE

Have pairs of children measure lengths in the classroom using Base Ten
TENS and ONES. These should be placed on a place value mat and recorded as
done with UNIFIX cube measurement.

Following are masters for recording numeration work with base ten blocks
and for making worksheets to use. There are several of these already
prepared in the pupils' book.



LEVEL TWO

PLACE VALUE-INTRODUCING NUMERATION WITH BASE TEN BLOCKS

Background: Trading ones for tens is different from building tens from
ones. The reverse processes of trading tens for ones and decomposing tens
irto ones are even more different. Trading the tens for hundreds must also
be carefully introduced when base ten blocks are used. This will come later.

LESSON ONE

Have children build lengths to match the base ten "long" from the "units.-

[TEBa= "long"
"units"

Extend this to two longs:

IIIMBEINI=IMMIN OM

inal1111MMINII111

long
units

long
units

Have them group the "ones° together and the
tens together and count:

Point out these are the same

that TWO TENS show as much

as TWENTY ONES

D Oil
0 0 u 0 0

El op
0 D0°

LESSON TWO

Use cardboard "ten frames" or bean stacks and have the children write the
numerals for different combinations of these.
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A MM. ONE from A is used to make a

B cilLILOLl=
DIMMER FIVE in 5 TEN + TWO or 12

These numerals should be written on recording forms: MAKE

LOTS OF THESE!

Coo as
se ale

Beansticks

A

Beansticks are made by gluing
beans to tongue depressors
or popsickle sticks.

LESSON THREE

TENS ONES

Do the Counting On activities and Counting Back activities using base ten
blocks instead of UNIFIX cubes.

LESSON FOUR

Group the children into fours. Each group should have a collection of base
ten ones, tens. Prepare cards with 2 place numerals on them. Give one card
deck to each group. The deck is placed face down. One child selects top card
and keeps the card hidden while building the number from base ten blocks.
Each other child in the group is to record that numeral on a form provided,
i.e.:



These could be compared with others in the group and with the "builder's"
card. That card is then placed at the bottom of the deck. A second child
picks the top card and the process is repeated.

Extension: Use later with 3 digit numerals and hundreds pieces
added and a non-columnar recording form.

LESSON FIVE

Use the Mg Computer Record 1 and base ton blocks. The child is to
complete the record by adding ONE blocks, on at a time to the counting side
of a place value mat and enter the number into the record form. Watch for
"trades" when tens are reached.

Extension: Use the Mg Computer Record 2 AFTER hundreds have been
introduced to the children. This lesson can be incorporated into a "station**.

LESSON SIX

Introduction: Children should have base ten blocks, two spinners or 2 dice.
The spinners or dice are to be spun or rolled. One shows how many tens to
use the other how many ones to use in building numbers out of base ten
blocks. Demonstrate this with overhead spinners, base ten blocks and the 2
column recording forms until children know what they are to do.

Activity Have the children complete the "fly Computer" worksheet be using
one spinner to determine the TENS in the number and the other to iml_ate
the ONES in the number.

Following are Masters for recording forms and worksheets for numeration
with base ten blocks that extend into the hundreds.
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LEVEL TWO

NUMERATION IN BASE TEN: HUNDREDS WITH BASE TEN BLOCKS

Background: HUNDREDS are not to be introduced until children have
mastered TENS into ONES and ONES into TENS. Emphasis should be on the
relating of (I) counting words; (2) base ten block arrangements; (3) pictures
of base ten blocks; and (4) numerals.

(Written and oral)
Counting c > Base Ten

PiecesWords \

Pictures \ Numerals

The recording forms and worksheets provided will provide much of this
relating, but not all.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Place a 3 column workmat on the overhead projector:

CD
Hundreds

0
Ones

1 1

Tens

Place a handful of ONES in that column. Make these into TENS. Trade for
base ten TENS and place these in that column. Remove the material,
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Place a handful (more than ten) of TENS in that column. Make these into
squares or HUNDREDS. Trade these for a HUNDRED and put the HUNDRED in
that column. Point out this process is also reversible and HUNDREDS can be
traded for TENS.

Activity: Give the children base ten blocks and the workmat called "rly
Computer Counts to 999." The children are to add ONE UNIT at a time to the
ONES column and trade up as needed. At each step the numeral showing what
is on 'the workmat is to be written on the 3 column adding machine paper
recordit,:i forms, i.e :

0
0

0

1

0 0
o 1

0

LESSON TWO

0

9
0

9

Group the children into fours. Each group should have a collection of ones,
tens and a few hundreds in base ten blocks. Prepare cards with 2 and 3
place numerals on them one /card. Give each group ten such cards. They
are to put these in a deck with numerals face down. The first child shows
the top card and builds that number with base ten blocks, i.e.
43 xxx

Each child is given a turn. The group is to check on other members and
correct each other's errors. When the deck is exhausted, exchange decks
between groups and continue.

LESSON THREE
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Introduction: Children should have base ten blocks including some hundreds,
tens and ones and 3 column oleic( value mats.

Write a numeral on the blackboard or on the overhead projector

1. Hove the children read it aloud;
2. Have the build the number with base ten blocks
3. Have them record the number on the recording form by drawing a

picture of the materials and writing the numeral.

Repeat with a couple more examples that include 3 digits.

Activity_ Children should use base te,, blocks with the worksheets and
recording forms. Encourage the use of , 1, and in drawing pictures of
the base ten blocks.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction: Make a "mystery box" of base ten blocks on the overhead
projector. Cover this with a long piece of cardboard that can be slid back
over the base ten blocks once the overhead projector is turned on:

3 4 5 6

Move the cover to Position 1 Have the children orally describe the number,
then write it on the recording form provided. lb re successively to
Positions 3 through 8, each time having the total shown read, then written
on the recording form.

Do a second problem by starting with 7 as the first position and sliding the
cover from right to left.
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LESSON FIVE

Repeat the procedures above with different arrangements of base ten
blocks, omitting the oral descriptions.

LESSON SIX

Students who need additiona1 work put the base ten blocks on a board and
slide another board as a cover away from these with these children one on
one.

LESSON SEVEN

Start with a large number on the place value mats, e.g. 88. Do the counting
on activity to get to forcing a regrouping into hundreds.

LESSON EIGHT

Start with a 3 digit number on the place value mats, e.g. 112. Do the
counting back activity to force decomposing a hundred into tens.
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LEVEL TWO

COMPUTATION: BASE TEN

In developing an understanding of the addition and subtraction algorithms in
base ten, special work mats and recording forms should be used along with
the base ten blocks.

The sequence of place value mats is:
I

SIM

TENS

3

ONES

MIS

ONES

nen

111111ISM

TENS ONES
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These can easily be made of a heavy white cardboard or poster board, using
base ten stamps to make the figures at the column heads. You can do double
duty by having an equality board on the reverse side of one and by putting
two different versions on the two sides of the same board, e.g. 1 and 2, 3
and 4, 5 and 6. You hove been given models for all of these.

In using recording forms and worksheets with base ten blocks, use much the
same sequence of column headings. You have been given several samples of

these that can be used as black line masters.
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LEVEL TWO
COMPUTATION FORMS: PLACE VALUE

Background: Children must be introduced to computation forms in base ten
representation using materials that emphasize the column arrangement of
numerals that show group size. Prior to doing this, children must have had
experience with lessons to develop place value and to emphasize "making
tens," preferrably as two fives by using ten frames. This is a model for a
place value mat and for worksheets used in this:

rEera MEs

UNIENO
1111.118

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use an overhead transparency version of the place value mat,
and of base ten blocks. The children should have base ten blocks, place value
mats and recording forms.

1. Ask children to place five ONES on the counting side of the place value
mat Have them write 5 on the recording form:
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Do the same on the overhead version of the recording form.

2. Have them write "4" below the "5". Remind them you have not yet
indicated what should be done with these.

3. Check to see they have done this.

4. Point out the horizontal line. Tell them this is to separate the 5 & 4
from the re. 'lit, much as the sign does.

5. Ask them to describe the sign to show these should be joined. Do not
have them write it. Then ask which sign would be used if we took 4 from 5.
What sign would be used to show how much bigger 5 is than 4? What sign to
show how much smaller 4 is than 5?

6. Actually model all of these and write the related sign on the overhead
recording form each time. Do this with several number pairs.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Use the overhead transparency version of the place value mat
and base ten blocks. Children should follow by using base tcn blocks on
their place value mats.

Put en addition problem involving ones on the mat:
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130015
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Ask the children which sign you should put there.

If "+" is chosen, ask the children what to do with the ONES. If they tell
to join them, point out this would "overflow" the ten frame. What should Le
done then? Exchange ten ONES for a TEN and place it below the line. Then
move the remaining ONE(S) below the line. Point out that they should
always look to make a TEN out of the ONES and place a TEN in that column.

If "-" is chosen, ask tIr children what to do with the ONES. if "take away" is
suggested, ask what to take away" from what. Move any ONUS) that remain
below the line. If comparison is suggested, make a 1-1 correspondence
between ONES in the ten frames and move the surplus ONES below the line.

Activity: Pass out worksheets and have the children do these using place
value mats and base ten blocks.

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Use the overhead place value mat. Place the following on the
overhead:
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CUICIO
SUMO.

Dien
OlIMEN

0 MOE11.

Ask the children whet the "+" tells you to do with the materials. Physically
join them by moving the Base Ten TENS together and the ONES into one of the
ten frames. Ask the children where the result of the joining should go.
Move these below the line, keeping the ones in the ten frame:

saps. (WS

EIDOLLlii

Do one more like this.

Activity: Have the children use place value mats and base ten blocks to
complete the worksheets involving addition. Make additional worksheets
from the master provided.

LESSON FOUR
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Introduction: Put a subtraction problem on the overhead version of the place
value mat:

0

1011011011

0000000

ODO.
EMMEN

toot""A",

Ask the children what the -" sign tells you to do with the materials. If
they mostly respond with "take away," ask them if the sign means something
else. Try to question to get "see how much bigger the to one is or "see
how much smaller the bottom one is" or something like it. Point out it can
be seen either way. Do the "comparison ". "There is one more TEN on the top
so I'll put it below the line. There arc two more ONES, so I'll put these
below the line

0
0000

01000
01.0180

Houma..0
10104".".0)

"What's below the line shows how much more was on the top OR how much
would have to be added to the bottom to get as much as on top." Put your
hand over the top material and ask the childrr- ' o mentally join together
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what's below the line with the bottom. Do another, having the children
arrange their materials to follow you.

Do this a second way. This time sag that you will use the bottom row behind
the sign to indicate what to i.%ke away from the top. Do it. Then move the
top down below the line. Point out the "answer" is the same in both cases.

Activity: Have the children do those worksheets using place value mats and
base ten blocks. Ask them to do some by comparing and some by "take
away."

Following are Masters to make ten frames and to make recording forms and
worksheets to use with base ten blocks. Several such exercises are
included in the pupil books.

12!



LEVEL TWO
COMPUTATION: SYMBOL FORM TO MATERIAL

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use the overhead projector. Write a computation for such as

21 on it. Alongside this place the base ten form:

+4

21

4

Combine these to obtain 25 in the form:

I I

As you write the 2:

21

± 4
2

remind the children this counts 2 TENS. As you write the 5:

21

+ 4
25

remind the children the 5 counts ONES. Do another that requires regrouping;

i.e.:



17

+10 +
I

I

as

Point out the 2 fives that make a TEN TRADE these for a TEN, and put it in
that column:

a

a

Then write the 35 to show 3 TENS end 5 ONES.

Activity_, Pass out worksheets, base ten blocks and place value mats. Have
the children build the numbers, then do the additions.

Watch for the regroupings. BE CERTAIN children make TENS, then TRADE for
a TEN piece and put that in the right column. Always keep reminding
children of looking to make a TEN from the amounts in the ONES places.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Place a computation form like 19 on the overhead.
-7

Arrange base ten blocks next to it to represent this.

I #

Point out that the can show comparing or finding the difference between
them or to take away the bottom number from the top one. In either case



IP or 2 results. Write that down.

Write 1 to show the that is there.

Manipulate the pieces to show both ways to think
of the

611M0

C.

1

i

What remains of
the top number is

I or 12

0

Pointing to the bottom number.,
take away that amount from
the top, again leavingINNIM

or 12

Tell the children they can think of the sign either way and that they should
use the meaning they are most comfortable with.

Activity Pass out the worksheets, basa ten blocks and place value mats.
The children should represent EACH problem given with base ten blocks and
manipulate these to find the answer. Then they write this into the
computation form.

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Remind children of the counting back game, where tens had to
be traded for ONES to be able to count them off the board.

Write 21 on the overhead and build it with base ten blocks alongside.
-7
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21

1==11Mb

MEM

Point out that there aren't enough ONES in the top number to either make a
comparison or to take away ONES shown in the bottom number. Ask where
the needed ONES in the top number can come from? Then TRADE one of the
TENS for the ONES and place as shown:

1 *

The top number now has

more than

the bottom number, whether
by comparison or by take away

Activity.. Have students work on the worksheets provided using base ten
blocks and place value mats.

Watch carefully for problems with trading down to obtain needed ones.
Children seem to resist this much more than trading ones for tens.

Use the same approaches when introducing computation with 3 digits after
the numeration activity with 3 digits.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction: Write a horizontal computation form like 23 + 14

Ask the children to build this on the place value mat with base ten blocks.
Observe if they change this to the vertical computation form in order to do
this.

Discuss how this might be done WITHOUT changing with an illustration on
the overhead projector.



*

Adding tens to tens and ones to ones is no more difficult this way. However,
if children are more coriortable changing to the vertical form so as to keep
columns aligned, let them. Do a second that involves the sign, e.g.:

26 14 = or = 28 14

Again, build this of base ten blocks:

*

Again, you can subtract tens from tens and ones from ones as long as no
"borrowing" is needed. Allow children to interpret either as "take away"
or as comparing, and to convert to vertical form if necessary.

ActivityActivityl Pass out worksheets, addition first then subtraction. 1-Fsve the
children work these using base ten blocks on their place value mats.



LEVEL TWO

COMPUTATION: Subtraction

Many children have difficulty with "borrowing" or decomposing tens into
ones to subtract in a case like 42

27

Borrowing can be avoided by using en equal additions method.

Introduction: "Look at this subtraction." Write: 9
- 6

"If I add a number to both the 9 and the 6 what will be the result. Let's try
3." Write: 9 + 3 =

6 + 3 = -9

"Is the difference still the same?" (Yes, 3 is still the difference.) "If I
subtract a number from both, what will be the result? Let's try 3 again."
Write: 9 3 6

6 -3 --3

"The difference is still 3!" "If I add or subtract the SAME NUMBER from the 2
parts, the difference remains the same. What number is easiest to
subtract?" Get the idea of 0 as being the easiest across.

"Consider this" 24
7

"What do I add to both so whet is being subtracted ends in 0?" (3)
Write: 27

10

"It is now easy to S&P. the difference is 17."

"Let's try another." 52
36

°What do we add so the number being subtracted ends in 0?" (add 4)

"Let's try" "Adding 4 gives
56

-40
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"Here is another" 50
-23

"What should we add to each?" (7) 57
-30

27

"Practice doing subtraction this way to see if you like it better than trading
a ten for ones to subtract."
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LEVEL TWO

COMPUTATION FORMS

Backgmil: Children should be adept at changing a horizontal computation
form (number sentence) to a vertical form and vice versa.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Write an open number sentence on the chalkboard. Ask the
children to complete it. Then write the same "fact" in vertical form and ask
children to complete it. Point out that these two forms show the same
number relationships. Give several such examples, then have the children
complete the worksheets. Have counters available for them to use in doing
this.

Examples:

Horizontal Vertical

2 + 3 5

2
+3

5

5
Li5 +1 +1

8 + 5 13

8

13

In using vertical computation forms, children should be encouraged to "lbok
for a ten", i.e. 2 from the 5 along with 8 make ten so 3 from 5 is left and the
result if ten + three or 13. Attached are masters for forms to use to
develop exercises that will have children go forth and back between
horizontal number sentences, and vertical computation forms. The pupil
book has several of these that are already prepared.
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Introduction: Use en overhead transparency with the following "incomplete"
computation forms. Arrange these so different numbers 20 through 90 can
be used. The example is for 60:

20 08 5 52 26
+30 + 6 +7 + +8

"Which of these HAVE to be 60 or more?" Discuss the reasonc, for the
answers.

"Which of these COULD be 60 or more?" Discuss this. Arrange similar forms
for subtraction:

4 6 4 42 45
-10 8 -07 z0 -08

"Which of these HAVE to be 30 or more?" Discuss reasons.

"Which of these COULD be more?" Discuss reasons



LEVEL TWO

COMPUTATION APPLICATIONS

Children should have base ten blocks and place value mats. Read "word"
problems that have 2 digit represented numbers in them. Keep the numbers
small enough so that the numbers are below thirty and the sums, where
found, are below fifty. Vary the problems within the fourteen kinds that
yield addition and subtraction. Read slowly enough so children can
represent the quantities with base ten blocks on the place value mats. Have
the children (I) find answers and (2) write number sentences for each
problem. Watch for correct use of +, , and

Example-.

"Phyllis has twenty-three cupcakes. (Show the cupcakes with you Page ten
docks) She gives thirteen cupcakes to the children in her class, (Show the
Sign that indicates giving 011.7V end the cupcakes withyour Pest? ten Plocks)
How many cupcakes does she have left?"



t:rtinr,ving dr-P. ilaSiPrf: for giving quick pr act nn r Ar. II nt 2 part aril:Him
and 2 factor multiplication combinations.. along with a sample of how the
numer dh. ;Dhould be RANDOHLY arranged on the top and sides. Use the "+"
first and the *V after work with tiles and beans and cups

Each child should have a "+" and a "x" completed table to use fnr reference.
except on "quick drills."

13'



LEVEL TWO

NUMBER PATTERNS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use overhead transparencies of the Hundreds charts provided.
Write a few numbers on the square:

3

10

2.1

"Think carefully, and tell me where to put some other numbers into this
table."

Accept responses, whether correct or not. Put the numerals where children
suggest, then discuss whether this location satisfies some pattern. Which
pattern?, etc. Continue until most of the matrix Is filled.

Activity: Hand out the other Hundreds charts to the children and have them
complete them.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Put a completed hundreds chart either A or B on the
overhead projecter. Using a 2 x 2 mask cover all but 4 squares on the chart.
Ask the children what patterns they see.
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22 23

32 33

Discuss the responses. Move the mask to a different place and again have
the children identify the patterns.

Extensions:

1. Use 3x 3, 4x 4, etc. masks

2. Use the other version of the hundreds chart

3. Use a mask on a completed addition table

3 4

4 5

4. Use a mask on a completed multiplication table.

Following are Masters to use to develop templates to put over a hundreds
chart to search for number patterns.
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LEVEL TWO

MULTIPLICATION: TILES

Background: Multiplication and division arise from the same processes of
joining, separating and comparing as to addition and subtraction.

The most common use of multiplication as repeated subtraction can be
emphasized along with another common application in finding areas through
use of a rectangle model with tiles.

The tiles can be 1 inch ceramic, wood or heavy cardboard tiles. Needed are
tiles and a workmat that has the following format:

Columns

Rows --> Tiles placed in here

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Place an overhead trans carency version of the workmat
(master supplied) on the overhead. Place two tiles as shwon and ask the
children how many tiles are there. Record this (1)

Columns

141
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Number
Sentences
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Then add a second column and record again (2) Point out to the children that
they are to add tiles two at a time until they have 9 columns. They are then
to add one tile at a time in a 3rd row until they have 9. Continue to a 4th
row and so on until they have 9 rows and 9 columns.

Activity.: Children should have tiles and the tile mats. As the children make
arrays of rows and columns of tiles to find numbers on the table. As these
are found, write them into the table.

LESSON TWO

Use an overhead transparency of the tile mat and the recording form for
multiplication. Arrange 2 rows and 2 columns and show the children how
this is written into the form.

Rows (x) Columns ( = ) Tiles Used Number Sentence

2 2 4 2 x 2 = 4

2 3 6 2 x 3 = 6

Do another with 2 rows and 3 columns and repeat the process. Ask the
children if they are sure of what they are to do and discuss as needed.

Activity; Pass out tiles, recording forms and work mats. The children are
to complete that recording form.

Repeat with recording forms that have increasing quantities on them. flake
other variations of the recording form. Examples are given.

LESSON THREE

Develop a large multiplication table into which the children can take turns
entering numbers in the square:
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Rows

Columns

Multiplication Chart

Activity_ With tiles, the work mat recording forms and the multiplication
table, the children are to (1) complete the recording form; (2) enter into the
multiplication table; and (3) record each rectangle made on graph paper,
labelling the sides and writing the number sentences:

Graph Paper Number Sentence

111111:1111111111111111111
E 6 1111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111

LESSON FOUR

2 x 3 = 6

Discontinue use of the recording form and have students enter numbers
directly into the table. Use some tables with numbers in them and tell the
children to build these tile rectangles first.
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LEVEL TWO

MULTIPLICATION: BEANS AND CUPS 1

Background: The use of beans and cups give the repeated addition
interpretation of multiplication a look that emphasizes making collections
as opposed to area.

Introduction: Use an overhead projector transparency that simulates cups.
By covering up with cardboard (paper blows off!) you can have as many
"cups" as you need.

(0 0 0 0
0000

"I have three cups. If I put three beans in each cup; how many beans do you
think I would need?" Then put three beans in each cup to show this
accumulation.

Write: 9 3 x 3
beans beans cups used

in
each cup
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"I want to put four beans in each of these three cups. How many beans will
go into each cup?" Deliberately put one been in each "cup" until all are gone
and COUNT the beans in one of them. Write the number sentence:

12
beans

3 x 4
cups beans in each cup

Activity: Children should have beans, several paper or plastic cups and
Worksheet One. Have them complete the worksheet. It may take several
math periods.

Extensions: When children have had opportunity to see the multiplication
facts up to 6x 10 with tiles and beans, then use Record Two.
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LEVEL TWO

DIVISION: BEANS AND CUPS 1

Background: The tiles model gives one interpretation of division the
"measurement" or repeated subtraction interpretation. Beans and cups give
opportunity to introduce both the measurement idea and the partitive idea
in to contrast these.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use the transparency mat with circle "cups" as for
multiplication.

"I have twelve beans. I want to put three in each cup. How many cups will I
use?" It is hoped that several children will be able to answer "four."
Nevertheless deliberately distribute the beans, three at a time, into the
"cups."

"How many cups would be used if I put four beans in each cup?" Again, show
the placement of the groups of beans in the cups. "Were there any beans left
over." "I have thirteen beans to put into cups. I need two beans in each cup
How many cups will I need?"

Some discussion may ensue with this introduction of a remainder. Point out
that it is enough at this point to show the remainder in writing the number
sentence:

1 3 2 .7. 6 R 1
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Activity:
Each student should have several beans, six or seven cups, the recording
forms. They are to systematically put the some number of beans into each
cup, starting with two beans /cup and the number of beans increasing one at
a time until six cups have been used, then three beans in each cup, etc., until
six beans/cup have been used. This will take more than one class period.
The worksheets using 7 beans /cup and more should be used later when place
value understanding is more firmly founded.
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LEVEL TWO

DIVISION: BEANS AND CLIPS 2

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use the overhead in the same way as in the Beans and Cups 1
Lesson. This time, the division involves distributing in such a way as to
assure equality of a given number of collections.

"I have twelve beans. I want to put these into three cups so that each cup
has the same number of beans. How many beans should go into each cup?"

After any needed discussion about the responses given, carefully sort the
beans one at a time into the three "cups." Write:

12 2;-- 3 .7. 4

Ask the children if you could have put the beans two at a time into the cups.
Ask for any other ways to distribute the beans to be certain the cup had
EQUAL numbers of beans, "I have thirteen beans to put into three cups and I
want the SAME NUMBER of beans in each cup. Can I do this?" "How?"

On the overhead, sort the beans so there are four in each cup again and point
out the extra bean. It would disturb the EQUALITY of beans in the cup if put
into any one of these so it is a remainder. Write.

12 2.- 3 4 R 1
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"I want to distribute these same twelve beans into four cups so each will
have the SAME NUMBER of beans. How many beans will be in each cup?"

Again put the beans in the overhead "cups." Write:

12 ÷-4 = 3

Do one more with a different number, ie., eight beans into two cups.

Activity: The children should have beans, cups and the recording form. They
are to complete these over as many class periods as needed. The + sheets
can be done after Place Value. Understanding is better and children have
done decode counting ten, twenty, etc.

Extensions: Multiplication table forms can be completed by the children as
they do the recording forms.

As before, keep the number of cups fixed, increasing the beans. Then one by
one increase the number of cups.

Attached are Masters for recording forms and for making worksheets to be
used in connection with multiplication and division using beans and cups.
The pupil books has several practice exercises already prepared. The
children should use beans and cups with these.w
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LEVEL TWO

DIVISION: TILES 1

Background
Using the same models tiles and beans and cups for division concept
development emphasizes the inverse property of these operations.

Introduction
On the overhead projector, place the Tiles Workmat. inform the students
that you are going to use a given number of tiles to make rows as long as
possible. "I have twelve tiles. am going to put these into three rows. How
many columns will there be?" Array the twelve tiles to verify the four
columns formed:

DODO
El 0 El
DODO
1 234

write- 12 3 4

"If I used the twelve tiles to make three columns, how many rows would I
get?"

Again, array the twelve tiles:

EEO
2

3 0004 0
write: 127:3 4

"What would happen if I used thirteen tiles?"

Point out that the extra tile was not enough to make another row so it is a
Remainder.

Write the number sentence.

1373= 4R 1
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Activity; The children should have tiles and recording Inrms to use. Watch
to see how the number sentences are being written.

Following are Masters to be used to record work with tiles and to make
worksheets to be used with tiles. Also included is a workmat sample. Note
tnet this rectangle leads into the division "box". Students shoulki outline on
graph paper the rectangles that they make. Several exercises using these
forms are in the pupil book.
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LEVEL TWO

MULTIPLICATION

Intronction: Make several "two" links of UNIFIX cubes. Demonstrate

linking two of these together. "How many cubes are in this link made from

TWO "2" links?" "How many cubes will be in a link made of THREE "2"s

links?"

On en overhead version of the recor ding inm, show how to fill in this data.

Activity: Pair the children. Give each pair 30-40 cubes. Have them make

the links and join them together as indicated on the recording form.



LEVEL TWO

DIVISION

Introduction: Show the children a ten made of UNIFIX cubes. "How many
UNIFIX cubes are in this link?"

Verify by counting out loud, touching each cube in turn. "How many 'two's'
in this TEN?" Verify by breaking off two links and counting aloud to find
FIVE two's in the TEN.

Show the children a UNIFIX link of twelve cubes. "How should I find how
many three's are in this twelve.?" Break off three's as suggested and count.

Re-attach the cubes into the link of twelve. "How should I find how many
fours are in twelve'?" Verify this as before.

Activity_ Group the children into pairs. Give each group thirty UNIFIX
cubes. instruct them to make links having the following numbers of cubes
in order: 6 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 12, 13 14, 15, 16, 17 18, 19 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25 26, 27, 28, 29, 30.

For each link they should see how many ways they can break the link up into
EQUAL smaller links. These results should be recorded on the form
provided_ Once this form has been gone over and discussed, the worksheets
involving base ten blocks and ten frames should be done by the students.
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LEVEL TWO

WORD PROBLEMS: MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Children should have beans and cups. Tell the children to use
these to represent things in the problem. Read a problem slowly:

:leen has foal -Poxes." What can show Jean's boxes?
"There are some mettles in each Pox" What can show the marbles?
"There ere 3 morNes in each Pox" Put three marbles in each box.
"How many merPles does aeon hove?'"

Have the children write a number sentence to show this t 4 x 3 = 12).

Read additional problems that involve a repeated addition interpretation of
multiplication. The children should (1) use beans and cups to show these,
and (2) write related number sentences.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Children should have several UNIFIX cubes. Read a problem:

Trezfied /5 pieces of randy" Show Fred's candy.
"He gave the same amount to each of 3 friends" Show this with UNIFIX

cubes.
How many pieces did each 1.17.806f get

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Children should have TWO colors of UNIFIX cubes. Read a

problem slowly:

"Nancy hes four dolls" Show Nancy's dolls with one color of UNIFIX.
"She has 3 times as many doll dresses" Show the dresses with the other

color of UNIFIX cubes.
Wow 177517y doll dresses does M917ey have?"

Use the provided problems to give this kind of experience to children.
Representing the objects in problems with concrete materials helps them
understand the situations that require multiplication and division. Beans
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and cups, UNIF IX cubes, tiles to arrange in rectangular arrays can all be used
to vary the lessons.

Measurement and partition division and repeated addition and ratio
comparison multiplication can be understood, with materials, at this level.

1 r J



LEVEL TWO

SAMPLE PROBLEMS

A. Routine multiplication involved

1 John had six cans of tennis balls. If each can held three tennis
balls, how many tennis balls did John have?
Francie's glove box had 6 pairs of gloves. How many gloves did
Francie have?

3. There are 5 sticks of gum in a small package. Four of these
packages have how many sticks of gum?

4. Hot dog buns come eight to a package. How many hot dog buns
will you have if you buy three packages?
Halloween pumpkin stickers cost 5 cents apiece. How much do
seven stickers cost?

6. Fred's classroom has only 3 rows with 5 desks in each row. How
many desks are in Fred's room?
Crayons were on sale for $2.00 a box. How much would enough
crayons for 12 children cost?
Toni had a cat and three kittens. She decided to knit "booties"
for all of them. How many booties did she make?

9. How many tires are needed for the wheels on seven cars?
10. There are 4 boys for every 3 girls in the Center school. If the

number of boys is forty, how many girls are in Center school?

B. Routine division problems:

1 Paula wished to share the twelve Big Macs she won with her
two sisters. How many Big Macs did each girl get?

2. Peter sorted a collection of eighteen empty bottles into six
pack containers. How many containers did he use?

3. John filled 6 glasses from a bottle containing 30 ounces of orange
juice. How many ounces of orange juice went into each glass?

4. Joanne had 24 bottle caps in a collection. She sorted them
equally into 4 bags. How many bottle caps were in each bag?

5. There are 20 boys on the bus. There are 4 times as many boys
as girls on the bus. How many girls are on the bus?

6. Betty used 12 eggs in 3 recipes of brownies. How many eggs
were used in each recipe?

7 There are six times as many pennies as nickels in my bank.
I have 24 pennies. How many nickels do I have?

8. Jodie put 6 beans in each of 5 cups. How many beans did she
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put into cups?
9. Tommy put 30 tiles into rows and columns to make a rectangle.

He had 5 rows. How many columns did he have?

10. Tess had 29 tiles. She made 7 rows. How many tiles were in
each row? How many tiles were left over?

C. Multi-step and multi-number problems:

1. John had 75 cents. A muffin cost 40 cents and a candy bar cost
36 cents. John bought a candy bar. How much money did John
have left?

2. Paula, Tom and Edward collected hazelnuts. Paula found 14, Tom
27, and Edward only 10. They decided to share them. How many
hazelnuts did each get?

3. Dan and his two sisters decided to play a number game in the car
to pass the time. Dan wrote 3 numbers down and gave his sisters
these clues:
a. The sum of the numbers is 19
b. They are all different
c. Each number is less than 9
What are the three numbers?

4. Pat, Donha, Dave and Terri exchanged Chnstmas gifts. How many
gifts were involved?

5. Ted and Bill decided to trade baseball cards. American League
cards can be traded for 2 National League cards. Tom gave Bill
12 American League cards. How many National League cards
did Bill give Ted?

6. Sam threw 5 darts at the board. What is Sam's score?
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Winnie bought 4 stamps for 22 cents each and 4 envelopes for
10 cents each. How much did Winnie spend?

8. Frank bought 2 plastic trinkets for 8 cents each and 3 metal
emblems for 9 cents each. He gave the clerk 50 cents. How much
change did Frank get?

Jean sold lemonade for 15 cents per glass. Down the street
Fred has a sign, "Lemonade is 4 cents cheaper here!" Julia
bought 6 glasses from Fred. How much did she par

10. Which one block.should be moved to which other stack so
the sum in each stack is 15 ?:



A 13

11. I am taller than John, but shorter than Carlo. Which of us is the
tallest?

12. Pat earns 4 cents for each box of pencils she sells. She has sold
20 boxes. How many more must she sell to earn $1.00?

13. George put three coins in a soft drink machine to get a can of
root beer that cost 40 cents. Which coins did he put in?

14. Persils are sold at the school store. You can buy them at 3 for
25 cents or 9 cents each. How much can Tess ave on 24 pencils by
buying them in threes?

15.

30 cents
Double dips
Crushed nuts
Marshmallow topping

55 cents
15 cents
10 cents

Single Cones

How much did Ho pay for a double dip cone with crushed nuts?
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LEVEL TWO

AREA AND VOLUME (Geoblocks): GEOMETRY

Background: Geometry in the primary grades typically is limited to memorization
of the names of common plane shapes such as circles, triangles, rectangles, etc.

These plane shapes ALWAYS are found in the concrete as faces of shapes that
occupy space, so the plane shapes should be introduced as faces of three
dimensional shapes. The lessons that suggest the use of geoblocks do these.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Show the children several of the geoblocks. Point out how the faces
are in the form of different known shape, like triangles, squares end non-square
rectangles. Also point out the SAME shape can be found on two of more blocks by
matching the faces.

Activity: Give each child a set of 4 or 5 DIFFERENT geohlnks. Have each child
find as many faces that are ALIKE as they can. Have them trace these ALIKE faces
on the same piece of paper. Then have them find as many DIFFERENT rectangles as
they can and trace these on the same sheet of paper. Do the same for triangles and
squares. Have the children compare drawings to see how many of the SAME shapes
they have traced. Hang up all of the "rectangle" sheets and have the class
determine how many DIFFERENT rectangles were traced. Do the same for the
"triangle" sheets and the "square" sheets.

LESSON TWO

Ask the children to describe orally as many ways in which the blocks can be ALIKE
or DIFFERENT as they can. List these on the board and discuss. Some examples are
number of faces, the number of edges, the number of "corners" (vertices) on the
shapes of the faces, by having the same shape on them.

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Show the children how a pnmer balance works. If you don't have
these, make some balances by hanging milk carton buckets from a beam suspended
at its center.
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Hold up two unlike geoblocks. Ask the children which they think will -tip the
balance." Try balancing them. If one side goes down, discuss why this happens. If
they balance, point out they have DIFFERENT shapes, but WEIGH the same.

Activity:: Provide pairs or trios of children with a balance and 3 or 4 geotiocks.
Ask them to use the balance to order these from lightest to heaviest.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction: Show the children how two of the same blocks can be put together to
make a larger block in more than one way.

Ask the children how A and B compare in the space they ocr:upy. Emphasize
concepts like: "Each is HALF of the some block." Show how this is different from
using two DIFFERENT blocks to make the same shape in more than one way.
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Activity: Give pairs of children 7 or 8 geoblocks with at least one case of 2 alike.
Have them compare these:

"Which is the largest? How do you know?"
"Are any the SAME volume? How do you know?"
"Can you find cases where two of your blocks fitted together make the same

shape as another of your blocks?"
"What can you find out about those blocks?"
"How are space occupied (volume) and weight different?"
"Do balances measure weight or volume?"
"How might you find out how much space the blocks occupy?"



LEVEL TWO

GEOMETRY: GEOBLOCKS

LESSON ONE

Make "geojackets" of single blocks by tracing faces of geoblocks on a sheet
of paper. Three or four of these will fit on one 8 1/2 x 11 sheet. Organize
teams of three children. Each team should have three or tour of the
geojacket sheets. Have them find all of the geoblocks in a collection of
20-25 that have a face that fits in the "geojacket." Have them record this
number. Vary the sheets among the groups so the lesson can be repeated a
few times.

LESSON TWO

Make geojockets using two blocks placed side by side so that a single
outline shape has faces from two blocks in it. Repeat the procedures in
Lesson One.
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LEVEL TWO

GEOMETRY: PATTERN BLOCKS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use overhead transparency Pattern Blocks, Show the children
how a small set of them 2 reds, 5 greens and 2 blues as an example can
be placed into a variety of arrangements. Suggest making pattern block
"houses," "horses: etc.

Activity; Give children each a small set of Pattern Blocks to make several
shapes from. Have them trace the outline of the shapes made. These then
can be "problems" for other children to solve.

LESSON TWO

Two sheets are furnished that give examples of pattern block activities.
Use a Pattern Block template to create similar activity sheets.

Following are several samples of commercial worksheets to be used with
Tangrams and Pattern Blocks. The other recording form is in the student's
book. It should be made into a large chart to hang in the room on which
children can paste drawings of the shapes they have succeeded in making.

1 PATTERN NOCK PROLIZENS FOR PRIN4A-TFirOPZ f 6fid LET'S PATTERN 45Z OCA
IT hew severe/ slimier kinds of activities for tins age group
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st.

LEVEL TWO

GEOMETRY: PATTERN BLOCKS 2

On the overhead projector, piece one of each Pattern Block shape. Use
overhead transparency versions of the Pattern Blocks. Place a green
triangle so its angle coincides with one on the blue "diamond."

Tell the chilli ii:1 these angles are equal because one matches the other.

Place the whit. . .r.,rey) "diamond" on the green triangle so the smaller
angle of the white is on an angle of the green.

t-

Ask the children what part the white angle is of the green angle. Work
this to get them to see it is ONE HALF of the green angle. Pass out the
worksheet to be done by groups of three children, each group with a
collection of Pattern Blocks that includes two of each piece.
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LEVEL TWO

AREA Crangarns): GEOMETRY 2

LESSON ONE

Introduction: On the overhead projector, use 2, 3 or 4 of the five smallest
tangram pieces to make some different shapes:

Some examples are given:

1. From the two '1, make *2, *3 and *4. Ask the children what this tells
you about the AREA covered by °2, °3 and *4.

2. With two 01 end *2, make:

Agiin ask the children what is true of the areas covered by the TRAPEZOID
and the RECTANGLE.



LEVEL TWO
GEOMETRY: ANGLES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use the overhead projector. Place a green piece on top of a
blue piece and poin.t out how the angles match. (An angle of the green with
the smaller angle on the blue).

Place a second green piece on top of the blue and point out how TWO angles
of the green match ONE large angle on the blue.

The angle on a green is equal to a smaller angle on the blue."

The angle on a green is half of a larger angle on the blue."

Label the angles as follows and leave on the board or somewhere as a
reference for the children.

Activity: Have the children find all ways that rngles can be put together to
make larger angles.

An example is: 2A 0, A + C D

Some suggestions to give the children.



"How many 5 angles make a D angle?"

Tan you make and E angle from just B angles?"

"Arrange the angles from smallest to largest.**

"Find the angles on the yellow piece."

Tan the C angle be made, using smaller angles'?"

Have the children record all such angle relationships that they find.



Activity: Give each pair of children these five pieces of a tangram set and
have them put them together 2, 3, or 4 at a time to make different shapes.
Have them trace around the shapes they make. Display these sheets so all
can see the variety of shapes it is possible to make. Pass out the lower
numbers half of the worksheets and have the children cover the shapes on
them with pieces selected from the five pieces given them.

LESSON TWO

Each pair of children should again have the five smallest tangram pieces.
Have them cover the outlines of the top numbered half of the worksheets
using ALL FIVE of the tangrams.

LESSON THREE

Using all seven tangrams, the children are to make their own shapes from
them. They should trace around these and these then become "problems" for
other children to work on.

An alternative is to use the sheet made up of the smallest right triangle.
The children are to color in SIXTEEN of them so that they are all connected
(an example is given.) These become outlines for other children to fill in
with tangrams. Not all of them will be possible so have two boxes. The
children can put those they are able to complete into one and those still not
solved into another.

LESSON FOUR

Pair the children. Each pair should have a set of tangrams. Have them do the
following:

1. Find sides that match on the pieces.
2. Find all of the different lengths of sides on the pieces.
3. Which of the pieces cover the some amount of paper?
4. Which angles match on the pieces?

LESSON FIVE

Introduction: After children have had an introduction to tangrkm) work with
all seven pieces, this continuing activity can be used.

Prepare a transparency from the provided table Make a tagboard table with
roughly 8" x 8" cells with appropriate headings. Tell the children this will
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hang in the room. When a shape is made that can be placed on one of the
cells, they are to trace that shape and pin the tracing in that cell.

Each child should have a set of tangrams and a recording table. Refer to the
transparency on the overhead by pointing to the cell for (insert squat e
picture here) and 1 piece. Ask the children to find one piece shaped like that
and hold it up. Put your (insert square picture here) in that cell on the
transparency and have the children write 'yes" on their tables.

"Can you make a square from 2 pieces?"

Have a child come up and arrange two pieces to make a square on the
overhead. The children should write "yes" in that cell and in EVERY cell
where they are able to make the required shape. Tell the children the
tagboard table will be up all year and they are to put the tracings and

drawings of all shapes they make on the tagboard table as well as write
-yes" on their tables.

1 TAM/ RAM PAT TERM 90041 S011iTe priroAleens for
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LEVEL TWO

GEOMETRY: TANGRAM5

LESSON

Pair the children. Each pair should have a set of tangrams. Have them do
the following:

1. Find sides that match on the pieces.

Find all of the different lengths of sides on the pieces.

3. Which of the pieces cover the same amount of paper

4. Which angles match on the pieces?
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LEVEL TWO

GEOMETRY: GEOBOARDS

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Show the geoboards to the children. Stretch a band to make a
shape Point out the band TOUCHES some pins these are ON the shape.
Point out the pins INSIDE the shape and the pins OUTSIDE the shape.

Activity.: Children should have geoboards and dotpaper. Have the children
build a 3 sided shape. Ask the children who have 1 pin INSIDE the shape to
hold these up. Then ask the children who have 2 pins INSIDE the shape to
hold these up. Continue until all have been displayed. Repeat until they all
con identify INSIDE pins. Have them make a 4 sided shape. This time ask for
1, 2, etc. pins OUTSIDE the shape. Again discuss.

Have the children build a different 4 sided shape. Ask for those whose
shapes touch 4, 5, etc. pins. Discuss these cases until children seem to
know when pins are ON (or touched) INSIDE and OUTSIDE.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Make an overhead transparency of the recording form:

SIDES ON THE SHAPE? PINS ON PINS INSIDE PINS OUTSIDE

Make shape, show it to the children and record the correct numbers on the
transparency chart. Do a second. Have the children build a shape on their
geoboards. Record several of their results on the chart.

Activity: Pass out the recording forms and have the children each make
shapes to complete ALL lines of the form. Classroom challenges:

"Make a shape so there are AS MANY pins inside as pins outside.

-Make a shape with half as many pins inside as outside.
Following are the recording forms provided in the pupil's book for these
lessons.
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LEVEL TWO

USING LOGO

If you have LOGO available to your students, here are suggested primitive
commands for them to explore that are appropriate at this level. Have a
poster in the room with these listed and defined. Encourage the students
to keep a "dictionary" of these commands.

ST SHOW TURTLE This brings the "turtle" at the HOME position on the
screen. Without this, the commands to move the turtle are of little value.

CS CLEAR SCREEN This clears all "turtle trails" from the screen and
puts the turtle at the NSME position. It is to be used when children want
to have a -clean paper to write on.

HOME This commend sends the turtle to the HOME position in the center
of the screen, 1Plving a trail as it goes if the pen is down. The pen should
be down at all times for most children of this age.

FD FORWARD This sends the turtle a given distance in the direction in
which it is headed. Thus, FD 50 will move the turtle ahead 50 units.

BK BACK This backs the turtle up a given distance in the direction in
which it is headed. It is the inverse of FD like "-- is the inverse of "f".

RT RIGHT There are a total of 350 units of turning when a turtle turns
through a complete circle. Hence,, RT 90 will turn the turtle CLOCKWISE
through 90 degrees or a Quarter turn. FD 180 points the turtle in the
opposite direction.

LT LEFT This is the inverse in that the turtle turns COUNTER CLOCKWISE
a given number of degrees of a circle.

All of the primitive commands that result in motion of the turtle, (PT, LT,
FD, BO should be preceded by having the children move their bodies in
response to command as the turtle would move. You should also use
walnut shells or cardboard or wood "turtles" and move these on an
overhead transparency grid in response to commands. Some sample "off

computer" lessons and some sample introductory lessons:



LESSON ONE

Introduction: Make a large circle to put on the floor. Use butcher paper or
oilcloth or some similar material:

0

90

A

Al
411

AMONAIM
-.AMMON

180

90

Activity: Each child in turn should be the "turtle". Give the "turtle"
commands such as:

FORWARD 5
FORWARD 10
BACK 10
BACK 20
RIGHT 30, ei.7

Children should point their feet along the line that leads to 30 on the
circle perimeter.

RIGHT 45
LEFT 30
RIGHT 90
LEFT 60, etc.

Keep at this until children can ALL follow these commands
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LESSON TWO

Introduction: Make a transparency similar to the floor mat (a master is
provided). Move the turtle on this transparency to show FD, BK, RT and LT
moves much as in LESSON ONE.

Be sure you make it clear that RT and LT only TURN the turtle. After
turning, the turtle must be told to move FD or BK. Show this by RT 30, FD
20 and similar combined commands.

Activity.; Have the children draw lines on the worksheet to show "turtle"
moves. Watch for children's interpretations of the combined command
moves.

LESSON THREE: AT THE COMPUTER

Load LOGO so the following is on the screen:

WELCOME TO LOGO

"Type in ST"

Point out the location of the turtle in the center of the scree-.

"The turtle is now in its HOME position."

"Type in FD 20."

"The turtle has now taken 20 steps ahead
"Type in HOME."
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"We are putting the turtle back where it started so we can see how long a
trail it left"

"Type in RT 30."

"We are turning the turtle so it can go ahead in a different direction."

-Type in FO 40"

"Type in HOME."

"Compare the turtle's trail the second time with the first."

"Type in RT 90."

"Type in FD 60."

"Notice the turtle's trail is longer when the number is bigger."

"Does RT 90 effect the length of the turtle trail?"

"Type in CS."

Now the turtle is HOME and all turtle trails are gone.

Have the children use the FD RT HOME and CS commands to explore how
to make the turtle move around and leave trails of different kinds.
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LESSON FOUR:

Follow the saw procedures using 8K and LT

"Whiuh command makes the turtle move like the hands of a clock?"

"Which command reverses the direction of the turtle and moves it back
along its trail?"

"How do you get rid of all of the turtle trails?"

"How do you get the turtle to go HOME?"

"Does it leave a trail when it goes HOME?"

Devise additional activities involving these primitive commands using
ideas from the following good sources:

Tim Turtle's Source-gook". Bearden, Martin & Muller. Reston Publishing
Co.

7.e4rning With Z0607, D. Watt. McGraw Hill.

.zosimioezps:: Heller, Martin and WrIght. Computer Science Press.

EAR/on:op with 1060 / 7 A 1 1 yn & Bacon Co

7060 Disroveries:," Series, Creative Publications 2.
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MATiIFMATICIAN-

Ii Number Sentence
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MATHEMATICIAN-

My Unifix Number Sentence



Mathematician:

My Unifix Record

NUMBER NUMBER SENTENCES



MATHEMATICIAN:
My Bean Record

1 1 1 =

+

1 1 =

= 1 1

3 (3 3
I3 3 3

3 3 3 3
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MATHEMATICIAN-
My Bean Record

(5 (3 3 (3

3 (33 3 a
13 3

12_

= 12

=12

12= 4-

(3 (3 3
3 (31
3 3

12=

12
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MATHEMATICIAN-
My Bean Record

= 13

33 31

3
3 3 -R'331

13= 13-

=13

333 (3 3 3 3
33 (33 3 (33
(3 3 3

3
3 (33

13

13= 13=
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MATHEMATICIAN-
My Bean Record
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tly Bean Record
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MATHEMAT1C:AN-
My Bean Record

+ = 16

16= +

+ = 16

+ = 16

+ = 16

16 = + 16=

= 16
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MATHEMATICIAN
My Bean Record

333e) ex3 3 I

333(33 33
3n3e)

33333
3303

+ = 17

17=
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MATHEMATICIAN-
My Sean Record
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MATHEMATICIAN:
My Bean Record
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PATTERN TILE WORKSHEET

Hive are the lint three ln tile patterns. Make the next t w and record these
colonng in squares on your form:

E
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WORKMA1
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PUT TOGETHER GAME
WORKMAT
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TAKE APART GAME
WORKMAT
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FINPINS THE DIFITCENCE CAME
WORKMA1
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MA rittwATICIAN.
My Combine Game Record
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-1-

-t-
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rig Take Apart Game Record
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Finding the DIFFERENCE

0 1 F 1=E lk c.0
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NUMBER SENTENCE COMPUTATION FORM
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MY EQUALITY NUMBER SENTENCES

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

I
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MATHEMATICIAN-

EQUALITY RECORD IA

Number SentencesEquality Board



174THEMATICIAN-

EQUALITY RECORD 2

Number Sentence Equality Board
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MATHEM6TICIAN:

MY EQI:Alt +-Y BOARD RECORDS

NUMBER SENTENCES EQUALITY BOARD
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The Same Number - Many Ways
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My Counting Game Record



Mathematician:

UNIFIX COUNTED PICTURE OF SPLIT BOARD NAME IN TENS & ONES

TENS 1 ONES

TENS I ONES

I

TENS ONES

TENS I ONES

TENS ONES
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MATHEMATICIAN.

Number Name

Names to Numerals and Back Again

Numeral Numeral Number Name
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My Hundreds Computer

Number Hundreds Teas Ones
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'TENS ONES
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MATHEMATICIAN- My Work with Numerals
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Mathematician- Another Numeral Record

Tens

Ones

Ones

Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones
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Number Words
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WORKSHEET A
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NUMERAL 1 PICTURE

Worksheet B

WORD
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1
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MATHEMATICIAN-

WORD

Worksheet C

PICTURE NUMERAL

I!HUNDREDS

I I
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Mad ThgE/Y44rirmo-

WORKSHEET D

1. Build the number given with base ten blocks
2. Draw the picture, fill in the blanks, or write the numeral as

are missing.

PICTURE NUMBER NAME NUMERALS

__Hundreds _Tens __Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

_Hundreds _Tens __Ones 1 Hundreds

_Hundreds _Tens _Ones

Hundreds _Tens _Ones

_Hundreds _Tens _Ones

Tens Ones

Hundreds Tenn Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones
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My Base Ten Block Record

Picture

Example:

Numerals Picture Numerals

=DODO
0 CI 0

ODD
C3

TENS ONES TENS ONES

1

_

6

4

i

TENS ONES TENS ONES

1

ITENS ONES TENS ONES

1
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1
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Mg Base Ten Work

Numerals

1

1

I Pictures Pictures Numerals

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES
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Ply Base Tea Block Record

Picture Numerals Picture Numerals

I1 1 MI

4 1

l i

I
4
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1 J
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Ply Base Ten Block Record

Picture
Example:

Numerals Picture Numerals

TENS ONES TENS ONES

_

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

I

I

I

I I
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My Base Tea Work

Numerals Pictures Pictures Numerals

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES
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COMPUTATION PICTURE
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A Sample Worksheet for "Quick Drill" on
"Addition Facts"

These numbers should be randomly arranged
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Make a template by cutting out those
marked with "x"
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Make a template by cutting out those
marked with "x"
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Make template by cutting out those

marked by "x"
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NAThEMATICIAAL__--
Recording Multiplication Rectangles

Number SentenceTile Rectangle

11,
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A Sample Worksheet for "Quick Drill" on
"Multiplication Facts"

These numbers should be arranged randomly

z 4 1

7
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MATHEMATICIAN:

BEANS MULTIPLICATION RECORD

Beans in
Each Cup x

Number of
Cups

Beans
Used

Number Sentence

a



I,



MA THEMA TICMAP

TILE DIVISION RECORD

Tiles Used -1-- Rows Colufflks Remainder Number Sen ence
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MA THEM4 TIC /AN

TILE DIVISION RECORD

Tiles Used :7: Rows Columns Rem inder Number Sen ence

4
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MATHEMATICIAN-

A TILE DIVISION RECORD
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MATAfEMATICIAN-

BEANS DIVISION RECORD I

Beans Used- Beans ir ;ups Used Remainder Number Sentence
each cuo
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MATHEMATICIAN-

BEANS DIVISION RECORD 2

Beans Used Cups = Beans needed Remainder Number Sentence
in each cup
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MATHEMATICIAN;

Assessment: "Skip Count by (Ts, etc.) For Me." Write in the largest
number skip counted to for each.

Skip Counting by:



MATHEMATICIAN-

Link Size Number of Links Used Cubes in the "long" link

Example: I
I

4
I

4

6

7

I 8

9

10

3 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I

I 3
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MATISEMAT;CIAN-

Link Size Number of Links Used Cubes in the long" link

Pg. 2

6

7

I

..11Ew

4

5

5

7



MATHEMATICIAN- Pci, 3

Link Size Number of Links Used Cubes in the "long" link

7 5

6
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4
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TNEN477CMAr-

1

fly GEOBOARD RECORD

2 3 4 S

Number of sides Number of pins Number of Pins
of shapes INSIDE TOUCHING BAND

Number of Pins Number of Pins
OUTSIDE on the Board
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NATHENATICIAN- =111"

rig Geoboord Record

a

a

a a

a.

a

a

a

a
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TENS

PLACE VALUE MAT FOR UNIF IX TEN FRAMES

ONES



PLACE VALUE MAT FOR UNIFIX TEN FRAMES
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TO: THE TEACHER

FROM: A. DEAN HENDRICKSON

Attached is something you can reproduce and send home to parents
to encourage them to support what you are doing in the classroom.
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MATHEMATICS IN THE HOME

A. Dean Hendrickson, University of Minnesota-Duluth

Introduction:

Mathematics and the use of mathematical thinking is much more than what has
been traditional school arithmetic. The arithmetic of whole numbers, fractions
and decimals constitutes no more than 10-15% of the mathematics we use
throughout our lives. Much of the Tr4thentatical reasoning we use can be
developed and experienced out of school, particularly in the home. Some of these
suggestions may seem remote from the arithmetic you remember, but they will
involve children in the THINKING essential to both the learning end use of
mathematics in everyday life.

Pre - !Mathematical Thinking:

Before child can understand school mathematics, certain wags of thinking and
skills must be available for use. These are continuously used throughout learning
of mathematics, but particularly elementary school mathematics. These include:
counting, comparing, ordering, using patterns, using grouped material, using
language and establishing relations and relationships. Needed experience with
these can be obtained around the home. Before describing things to do with
childre at home to kelp them with their school mathematics, here arc some
'golden rules" based upon research and experience with learning children.

1. You must net force children since this has negative effects,
such as turning them swag from doing things or from you. A
child learns when ready, curious, and needing to make sense
of something. This goes in spades for drill on memorizing
3-called 'basic facts."

2. Give children positive things to do when time is available,
especially these things they can do and enjoy doing. Don't ask
for things beyond the child's capacity to do.

3. Give lots of praise and encouragement. If what the child does
or sop doesn't seem to make sense to you, don't criticize or
correct.. Ask questions that might lead the child to consider
it in a different wag.

Don't look for day -to -dug progress or change or for immediate
results. Just as with mug other things, such as walking
or talking, a child may seems to be making no headveg and then
suddenly, it's all there. Children develop in spurts and
unevenly, and have long plateaus where nothing seem to IW
happening. That's normal and accept it. There is prohibit]
a lot going on below the surface.

5. Don't compare yours with other children. Everyone is different -
thank goodness!

Don't 'worry if a particular skill, such as using language, is
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coming along more slovlq than you'd like or than brother John's
did. Somehow most of them seem quite a lot alike by the time
they are 12 or Se.

Words:,

A number of words commonly used in mathematics and related to teaching
mathematics should be used often outside of school as well. Some examples are
ssm -msre, s let, mere this, less lima, Ism, small, mem few, moms as,
different, all, Mete, art, lett, rife!, aRemf of, Peeiml, skive, Achill, frost,
it, My, sitars.
In addition to words associated with comparing, grouping and space, the number
words are important. Children must know the counting words, but even more than
that, they must see the pattern in the use of counting words. The cordial words
like first, seesil, Mini, et. are also important. Use of these words around home
helps children to count objects correctly and to identify position of things in
ordered arrangements.

rgniari m.

Have children compare things as to size, length, are and volume whenever
possible_ °Which glass has more?" "Which box holds more?" "'which of these is
heavier? heaviest?' "Put these sticks in order of length." "Arrange the
silverware so the longest is farthest from the plate and the shortest is nearest
the plate." Questions like these should be frequent. They should involve different
kinds of things bath indoors and outdoors. Combine these with questions that make
the children estimate measurements of distance and height such as 'Which do you
think is as high as the shed, A or II?"

Comparing of quantity leads to better understanding of number and number
relationships. Are there more Chet s or lamps in this reeler 'Are there more
cups or teaspoons on the table?' "Have we go more red roofs or green roofs on our
street?' "Put enough table knives on the table so that there are as many knives
as forks." "ha you have more bogs or girls in your class?" These can be asked
when out walking, riding in the car, watching TY or sitting in the boat. Ask
children to do things that will make one group as large as another frequently All
such activity helps children build number relations into their deeper
u nderstandings, instead of as memorized associations that have no meaning - like
names and dates you once memorized to pass a history test!

Ordering things that can be counted is important. Bead stringing activillies are
good for young children. "String some beads so the third heed is red and the
fourth bead is blue." *Make a string so every other one is green," etc.

Ordering things that have lengths, areas and volumes extends comparing beyond
We things. Have children place three sticks of different lengths in order from
shortest to longest; pace three pieces of paper of different areas into orders;
place three different sized cans of jars into lb rder. Gradually extend the number
of things to more than three for these activities.
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Ask frequent questions about the ordering of events as to which happen first,
second...last, etc. Connect these with time estimations, "How many minutes age do
you think this happened? How maul dogs?" etc.

Countjny:

Children should keep extending their memorized sequence of connting words. This
is important. But being able to sag the words in right order does not mean they
can mini Mon. They need much practice at this. Have them count everything
around the house that is unstable - the chairs, tables, legs on chairs; the tiles
on the floor, in the ceiling- the number of windows in a room; the silverware in
the drawer; the cans on the shelf; the pieces of 'wood in the woodpile; the
telephone poles going by, etc. The mare they count, the better able theg are to
count. When they are pretty good at counting forward, have thew do some
counting back. For example, start with 20 clothespins. Ooe at at time put one
into a can and count aloud those that are left as each one is removed from the pile.

Patterns:

Have children look for patterns - in the carpet, in the ceiling, in wallpaper, in
the drapes, on the bedspreads. Patterns of shape, or color, or sound are all
important. Beads can be strung in patterns. Collectilns of bottle caps, old kegs,
buttons, screws, nuts and he and similar 'junk" can be pat into patterns. Ask
children what would come next in a pattern, or what would go where something is
missing in a pattern.

Number:

Help your child learn number size bg having him see the same number, such GS
five, in mang different arrangements and materials. Playing cards can be sorted
into those all having the some number. Mixed groups of sag, five marbles, three
buttons, three hip, six spoons, can he used. "Find me the material there are five
of," etc. Put some number, seven for example, of beads or marbles into three or
four different shaped glass jars, "Find a jar with seven in it." "Find another.'
Put the some number of one kind of thing in one jar and another kind in a secs gad
jar, etc., and do the same kind of thing. Involve the child with numbers in SS
mang different wags, with es sang different kinds of material, and as many
different sizes as possible. Gradually increase the number size as the child seems
able to easily handle smaller numbers.

Using Numbers:

Comparing groups with number property; combining such groups, separating
larger groups into smaller groups of a given size or into equal size groups - all
of these activities help children to understand when each of the four arithmetic
operations are used.

Some examples of thing: to do in the home of this kind are:

1. Compare two different sized groups in several wags. 'How many more
are there in this group than in that group?" This group has how
mug fewer than that group?" 'How many t: men as many are there here
as there?" These kinds of questions used with groups of all kinds



of things - knives, forks, chairs, chair legs and table legs, buttons,
marbles, pieces of candy, etc., help the child with what the rano]
is doing.

2. Joie together several 'maps of the some size into a, forger %mop.
Revs of pennies can be ermined into an array like this Pm: can then
be looked at a different wig to see S groups of 6 penwie,1: wain

Seeeee
:MOOS
000080
MON

Both lead to a total of 30 in the array. Do this in a row at a time,
hiving the child tell yea how many are there all together each time.
Separate and take apart such arrays rev by rev and see what is left
each time. Do this with different kinds of things, different size
revs and different total numbers of things. Clothes pins, ceramic
tiles, beans, cern are all good for this.

3. Join together groups of different :in!. such as seven things with
five things. Have the child describe what is happening in words.
Have the child add to one group of things enough to make it the same
size as another larger grasp. Have the child make equal two unequal
Size groups without adding anything mom to the collection. -Here
are a group of 15 clothes pins sod one of 7 clothes pins. Do 30,00-
thing so goy have tvo equal groups.-

4. Give the child large amounts - in the 20's or 30's of things to:

a) make several groups of a given size from. Some numbers should
make these smaller groups as even somber of times and some
should have some left that is not enough to make another of
the smaller group.

b) make a certain number of groups that will all have just as
many in theme.

Examples:

-Put these 30 beans into 6 ceps, so each cup has Just as many. Her
many are in each cur

-Pet these 43 beans, six at a time intl cups. How many cups did goo
use ? -What should e done with what is left overr When do gee
have 311101, left over?". 'Whoa don't yea have anything left over?"

When you do for walks, have the children compare, add together, etc., things along
the way. Do the same in the car, the supermarket, in the drugstore. "How mang
are there on the top SP"1.1.7' -Nov moo; re on the bottom shelf'?" -How Bang are
there on the top an? bottom shelves together?'

Have the child do as tiNa'. *aiding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing of this
kind - always sr related to things - as gen can. DON'T try to drill gear child on
'addition- facts or -multiplication- foes. Let Ea child learn these in due time
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through the school activities and these goo do at home as described here. DON'T
have the child vrite number things - the school will do this. Accept verbal
answers and descriptions. Get in the habit of asking goer child vhg certain
ansvers are given and LISTEN.

SOME FINAL HINTS:

1. Have goer children count things as much as possible.

2. Ask children simple addition, subtraction questions about REAL things
in the surroundings to give practice in mental arithmetic.

3. Plug card games that require mathematics or related things like WAR,
OLD MAID, CRIBBAGE, RUMMY (regular or gin).

4. Siva thinking games for bulldog gifts - CONCENTRATION, HUSKER DU, etc.

5. Get a Little Professor or some similar calculator-based program to give
mental arithmetic practice.

6. Cheap matLematics games can be bought at Target, Woolworths, etc.
Some examples are COVER UP, HEADS UP, SCORE FOUR, TUF, APOLLO, etc.

7. Give your child a simple four function calculator and let him or her fool
around with it.

8. Encourage block plag and building, sand play, making birdhouses, etc.

Keg words are COMPARING, COUNTING, PATTERNS, COMBINING (groups),
SEPARATING (large groups into smaller groups)

10. Point out mathematics wherever it is in the surroundings. Children must
realize mathematics is:

a. easg to learn
b. useful
c. fun



LEVEL TWO
INTRODUCTION

Coming into this level students will have had work with:

1. Number concept development

2. Meaning and use of the four arithmetic operations

3. A basis for place value representatior

4 Problem solving

5. Recognition of 3D and 2D geometric shapes

6. Logic

7. Graphing

8. Measurement

All of this has been introductory, and, in order to continue with the
children, you must do some assessment of this development prior to
starting.

While emphasis is on mastery of each concept, it is a good idea V'
periodically build in an activity that reviews all concepts and skills
previously learned. Dice each week h., a good schedule for elementary
school. This can be done orally in the primary grades and with a written
exercise after symbe.:,. representations have been mastered. Since all
operations arise from combining, separating, comparing and part whole
relations, as soon as the operation symbols are understood, these operations
should all be presented at the some time in the written review exercises.

It is easier to do this at the beginning levels with orally presented review
activities.

It is axiomatic for good teechir.g that past 'earnings should ALA. ..iS be
inter-ated into new learning activities.
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